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, PREFACE_

Evaluation.of tt4 Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) TItle I

programs of Maui District, 1973-74,,was provided by the Soci 1 Welfare
6 A

A
Development & Research Center (SWDPC), oi the University of Hawaii, Manoa

,

Campus. This_report was prepared ahd submittect-in accordance wlith the .

Memorandum of Agreement between the State.of Hawaii Department of Education

and the DRC.. A progress report of Title. I progiams,.presered at mid-year,

.

preceded this final Evaluation of Project,Components.

The Soci 'Welfare.Development & Researdh Center is,a liniversitY

pub ce organization. While its Work focuses upon delinquency

prevehtion,program consultation, personnel training, and evialuation; the

\*Center,also introduces new approaches and techniques to a varietY of human

service agencies in this State. Its primary.objective is.to help community
,

organizations, public and private, to establish the most effective,and

alternative ways to prevent and treat the sbcially maladaptive behaviors o

Hawaii's youth. A fundamental goal of the Center'Ooperations is to obtai

and disseminate tiew knowledge of potential relevance to publit

cofteerned with .the progressive educational development of cyildren, In

addition to training and progran consultation, evaluation and research are

essential elements of the,Center s operating model. Program evaluations are

conducted fo l. the purpose of sqeking improvements to current efforts and to

propose.alternative solutions for greater efficiency. Research efforts are

aimed at assessing the many varidbles contributing to tfie effectiveness of

approache and to seek modifications to current approaches.based upon
N

analysis of ajective data.

This finai evaluation report for 1973-74 is designed arourid a develop-

mental approach. To fully 4pderstand alrsegment of this4116ort requiTes that



,the entire evaluation be read from beginning to end, with no one portion being,

mew"
-independent of any others. The,narrative, analysis.of data, and statistical

interpretations ate presented in an orderly,,Unambiguous, and straightforward

manner. No prior knowledge'of statistical measurements, tests, or project

components is necessary for the reader to understand this report. Following

-
the-explanation of data and a school-by-school examination of each program

rare some'general redo= dations concerning future program development. A

Careful reading ot the complete report, however, is essential before the

significance of the recommendations.and general conclusions can be realized.

The purpose of this report is not to make a blanket judgment - either
,

good or bad of any program, but,to ascertain what causal,relationships may

exist between the pupils' educational success and their classroom environment.

White the ,report present1 s an appraisal of data from throughout Maui District,

the intent was rot to coMpare and contrast one program with another. SuCh

.,gcomparative analysis would, be both im practical and unwarranted, for each
V

program functioned withit its unique geographical area and served its own

specia.1Y selected pupils. The objective is not to uncover the projects'

Past mihtakes,lbut to. help'Title I educators gain froM the,lessons of hind-
- 1?

sight, an ability.to fbresee new approaches.and apply these with a broader

- understanding.

0. Not-unlike pre- and post-testing, this report is presented to indicate
.:.

the,jprogress which has already been achieVed, an 'well as the potential for,

fu4"i44eVelopment which liekah, Evaluation of Project Components was

Written to identify the,extenAof educational achievement which occurred-and
,

.1v

to specify what influences upon the children encouraged the learning behavior.

-to eriae. 'As this knowledge develops, more effective and beneficial approaches

to,education become possible._ 4'

4/

o.'
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It is apparent that the personnel of Maui school dis7lict have inade a

,

. dedicated effort tb agIvance the development and quality of educational aervices-
.,

,
offered to title I children. The sincerity of these professional eLcafors,

their conCern.for the basic educational needs of pupils, arid their willingness
;

to work with nevand innovative iipproachei %for the benefit ofthe children .

,
they serve'bie all commendable-. The personal integrity and, concern for

progiaM.development which the Maui istrict personnel have.shown are reflected

in tfie fact that a third party evaluation of Title I projects was requested.
,

.This is .a sOund and justified decision which indicates,objective insight and

consideration for future program implementation. Research has shown that

self-evaluation by progra implementors soon results in subjective and ,

laudbtory appraisal thai'",thas little basis in fact and no significant effect

toward further program innovation.

.
We 'Were very impressed thrriakhout this past academic year with the

evident dedication, motivation, and sincerity shOwn b); Title I personriel in

the eleven. ESEA. Title I schools of Maui District. Cooperation.and active

support of evaluation procedures 9ere offered to the SWDRC from each school's

Title I Peisonnel.

This report Was initially drafted by David C. Swanson, SWDRC Evaluation
,

Specialist, under the supervision and direction of Robert T. Omura, Assistant

Tirector and principal program consultarit to the schoolts. Selected members

of the SWDRC staff also assia7 ted with data analysis and participated in the
\

formulation of recommendations.

1.1

ii

Jack T. Nagoshi, Director
Social Welfare Development & Research CenterE,:=
University of Hawaii Manoa Campus
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EVALUATION ,

Aa ESEA Title I'programa 9re funded by th e" federal:government, these

-programa. are required to meet the'criterion of evgplation. .The connotation-

.
behind the word "evaluation" often - but'erronpously - suggests to the teacher

a threatening or awkward situation, that of being-tolt,how and hoWnot to

teach. uncomfortable situation which the teacher experiences is

compounded by the social expectation that the teacher already knows, r should

know, ail there is,to know aboueteaching. Although such an ety the
-

teacher's Part is not jusitified by fact, the response is often-Uut.do we

really have to prove everything with facts and figures?" The answer,

certainly, is no.

,
It'is self-evident' that a classroom with appropriate

teaching.devices and,sufficient instructional materials is better than one

trout spy. It.is self-evident that ap org

learner, is actively.ieRgaged in meaningful ctix4ty is etter than a, noisy and

r

zed classrogm where every

disorganized one. Yet the direction and progressive success of pupils and
#

glassroom activities, in most cases,- must be revealed through facts which are

not so clearly self-evident.

Evaluation is not an analytical process or:technical procedure of proving

anything. It 'is not abstract, imPersonal, or automatid, for stich a process
q

would constitute a mere academic. exercise. There is no secret or mathematical

formula 'which, lf plugged into a' classroom, could produce irrefutable proof

that the children were truly .learning.

Evaluation consists of assessing the needs of studentt and teacher,'

observing classroom activities, recommending alternatives, and carefully

examining what actually takes,place. The purpose of eValuation is not to

7.

prove, buOto improve. The evaluation procedure requires measurement of

academic gains and those chardeteristics frequently gpsociaied with academic

7



aI .
gains-. Through accurafee measurement the observations and asaeasments become

more.significant and the recommendations more viable. Statistical data

gathered-for eValuation isn't.used,as proof, but as areliable indicator of

the extent and-direction of program successe Such measurement is used:.to

Suggest more effective apOroaches to,greater prograd tmplementation. When

achievement oecurs in the classroorkit can be measUred and associated with he
1

classroom environment which influenced pupil behavior and Produced achievesent.

From
(

an analysisi-ofe success rate and the tlasaroom environment; evaluation ,

is Sble-&) offer reasonable recommendations: listening posts are dore

effective when teacher attention needs to be dispersed; motivated pupils

tend to work longer and harder than unmotivated ones; chiidren achieve more

wh&1 their parents encourage them.
1_

-To deiermine rel le dada it must be empirical, objective, quantitative, r

4an behavioral. To measure a learned behavior it must first be observe

. andisecondli, cqunted. Evaluation must not be based uporOopinion, bias, or
.,--.

subjectivity, for the recommendatpns arising from them ymild be of very limited

value. 'Data must be'systedatically ;gathered, carefully examined, and inter-

preted in light of the year!s ongoing aetivity within'each classroom." erom

this iesearch arises the basis of evaluation, and through evaluAtIon new

knowledge is gained. With this increased understanding new"techniquds and

approaches are recodmended, alternative.procedures and materials are suggested,

and innovative methodology is,i troduced. To examine various aspects of new;

information gained throUgh recent educationalk_researth, it is suggested that

the SWDRC 1972-73 Evaluation_o4Proiect Components be reviewed. SpeCial

attention s uld be-given to the IIrodujtton (pp., 1 - 7), AnErapirical

Instructi _Model for t)Wedial Education Process (pp..11 - 13), Parental...

Involvement ( . 87 - 92), and Introduction to Remedial Language Arts/Reading

(pp. 30 - 33).



.>

7-Th' Evaluation atsessMents dre made'by determining a)2how effeCtive,the,
I.

program is, b) which variablescOntributed in what degree to,the effectiveness
,

a-'
., of the progtain, and c) what modificat) iens in approaches and techniques would

,

..
.

be likely to.incfease effegtivepeis. Each of these questions mu9t be ans ered,

for evaluatiOn to be complete. As the solutio4 to these questions are found
w

.greater understanding of.the probIcps and programs designed to alleviate them., ,

will be known.

,s

1

4

s
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SWD1tC ACTIViTIES

4

. The Social yellare Developmen Research. Center initiated

... 7.

iervices to,the eleyen Maui District ESEA Title'Lprojects at the beginning,

17.

. ,

evaluation

-
.Cf'the 1973-74 academic year. In addition to a cover letter introduCing the

SWDRC.to project teachers, each program:received a set,of speciatly designed

assessment forma for the recording of data. Information requested by the

SWDRC included data from two preschool tests, estimes of pupilbehavior, the

ntiMber of. books read by pupils, attendance rates, and sciares. from all five

subtests pk the.Peabody Individual Achievement Test.. Similar assessment forms

-wereagain issued to each project in April for the recordineof post-data,

1-
with the change scores serving as the fundamental basis for statistical

-

evaluation. This standardized procedure of requesting the same information

.
(at the samqutime and on identical-assessment forms) from similar projecta

.provided-a systematic red.precithe.measurement 6k program objectives.

During the first two months of the academic year a number of objectives

were revised. This was-done by the District Office, school principals, and

prgject teacher,s, in, consultation with the SWDRC. This revision provided

reater clarity, understanding, and accuraci in measuring program achievement.

The alterations made in program objectives reduced the subjectivity.and .

ambiguity which was present, replacing this with more behavioral and quanti-

tative specifications.

.From September, 1973,
V :

rough May, 1974, the SWDRC vigited each p ject

-at least four_times for all sc ois exc.apt Hanand Lanai,

visits made to-those programs which required further assis

projects were observed And offered consuleftion from the

given to those teachers requested addAtiotal_help. Infit

withmorp,n roOkP

ance. While all

RC, priority.was

11 Cases, ideas

for improvement, greater effectiveness, and innovation were offered. Data ,

1 0
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were collected and examined for accuracy, observations were carefully made,

and all questions were answered.

The Center's activities included observing esch.classroom's arrangement

and activities, instructional materials atid machines, the techniques us0,

a
and testing procedures. Discussions'with educational assistants, project

teachers, and principals-focused on 'the behaviorajobjectives, Title I guide-

lines, selection of pupils, and program development. Special attention was /1

given to.immediate problems arising within the classroom and to the channelS

.
of communication existing witfiin'the school. . In cooperation with the-Maui

,

,

District bffice group meetings of the Title I t,nachers on Maui were arranged

and conducted for better dissemination of information between projects.

-'' Throughoui ehe academic year the MEC offered individual recommendations and
0*

.suggettions for iMprovement to each project.

In an attempt to assess the impact of the ESEA.Title I projects Within

the respective,schools and to further ascertain the degree of parental

involvement, a number of questionnalres were4brepared. and diStributed.

IpeOific sUrVeys among principals were taken once durinithe fall.- relating
1 0

to general informationOpout the scliool, its program for-children with special

needs afid information about parents/ involvement:and communication.. A second
,

survey requesting other information was made during the spring. -A questionnaire

especially designed for parents identified with the scaol throUgh the

parents and teachers 'association (PTA), the Title I Parent Advisory Council
. _

(PAC) and other related organizations, was mailed out at the mid-year point.
t.

1

Questions relating to parent-teacher and teacher-teacher communications

were prepared in two specific questionnaires sent to the project teachers

:

.and referring regular classroom teachers ofthexeslieceive schools.



Although th

,
'.?

0,
! d . ....

N.

ts of the sureys were 6nettil1y`.tiubjecfire in. nature'
,

and not tool reliab obj,ective .ri;aluations,. 'the tesponses did present

interesting sidelights' to the' effect of, Tifle'I ,programs ithin the sCl'hools.

The Obseryetions atvi -reVemmendation `sie..madei n order that more

.

I
4.' : .

pffective programs would, emerge- irr the' glonthif land 'yearkt-,- The lonig-
,

.11w ,

range development of effiCient and effectiv*' emedial programs, was the aim

of the evaluation services provided tothese'Maui, District Title I ,programs.

4 41',.

,

47'

.7
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. ESBOITLE I.PROjECt COMPONENTS.

READING -RESOURCE ROOMS
A

9

k,
Maui District supported eight ESKA Title I- Reading' Resource Roords during

the 1973774 academic year. While six of tilese projects were in central Maui

and two on Molokai,_theirgirels were similar: to effectively instruct under-

.
acitiev.lag pupils. In the areas of lianguage arts and reading improvement.

. .
.

Reading reCogdition and reading codpreheasion, and listening and oral skills

were_emphasized.,

With pupa's selectedJ5r the i'rogrmps'first by their low test scores on
Sc-

Askom
standardized reading tests and-secondly by teacher referral, each project

was designed to ciffer.pupils supplemental.help which they could not receive

from their regularly scheduled classei. Special instructional materials

and devices were available-in most clatsrooms. Only one projecthntilized
'

the strvices of an educational.assistant. All projects, to °varying degrees,

developed an organized-and generally efficient use of-clastroom space.

-' Motivational techniques, such as positive reinforcement - tangible and .

social - and free time activities3, were used in the classroom management

of all projects. In a few cases, however, this approach was only touched

upon, while in";other classrooms the motivating factor. wasi Well developed

and integral part of the pupils' daily activities. 1'

The goals oe.all. reading resource rooms were generally similar. The

primary objective was that the pupils would shaw, a learning rate greater

,than .1 per month in reading recognition and reading comprehension. Other

objectives involved the pupils' attendance rates, behaviors, and the number

of books.whidh they read. These objectives were met, at differing levels;

by most projects.

13
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a

The greatest advantage to the pupils of:reading resource rooms isthat

' each classroom was relatively self-contained, with its own specialGmaterials, .

machines, techniques, innOVative approaches, and teacher. This arcangement..

encouraged a more specific classroom organization, close-sUPervision, direct/

teacher-to-pupil contact on a dakly llasis, and, moat iinportantly,,provided

1

the time,and opportunity for individualizedAnstruction to,occUr. Through
1-

these reading resource rooms it was/possible to provide.each child with

individual diagnosis, prescription, instruction, and evaluation on a daily

or weekly basis.

'Identified and selected pupil)reported for specific amounts of time

each day and received remedial instruction in the basic skills of,reading.

Depending on the number of personnel within the Reading'Resource Room,

project teacher plus an educational assistant (in one project), the average

attendance per instruCtional period ranged-from four to ten pupils at a time.

Kilohana School (Molokai), in addition to'remediil ieading services,_

provided counseling and guidance services through a full time project counselor.-

Individual guidance.serviceS were extended to identified.pupils of the school

who were eligible foi ESEA Title I partiCipatiom.

PRESCHOOLS
a

Three preschool.programs were conducted in. Maui Distr4t during the past

academic year. The programs were on Lanai, at Hana and.at Puunenlowith each

designed to serve twenty pres:- oolers. The parents of these sixty children

all requested that their children be allowed to 'participate in the program..

As'available standardized tests for the purpose of_selection criteria are not

1, -
sufficiently reliable when applied to three and loutyear old youngsters,

muchmof the basis,for final selection was subjective in nature. Individual

1 4,
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pupil needs and the home environment, howevii, were carefully taken into

consideration during the selectiod procedure/
\N.:.

-The peeschool prograhls wete'organized and designed'aroand the concept,

4 of providing these children the opportunity t9 gain the necessary social and

acIdedid abl.lities required in kindergarten and the early elementary grades.

Such abilities as socid-amOtional, psychnmotor,Cognitive, and language
'

development were 'the focui for tOese Oreschopl projects. 'The.goals of ,

Oreschool education and child developmentereto a) promote and enhance the

/

social And personal,development of the Child. V) instrdct-the child in;the'

ipitial-academid disciplines necessary forhis pebgressive success throughout .

the eleMentary grades, c) provide the nutrition, recreation, social interaction;

and supervision the child requires and cannot find'Within,hie hoine environ-

ment, and d)_supply the necessary situations through which his natural ,

exploratory actkLiiy maY readily occur.

Each preschool clasaroom was-comfortable, clean, weIl-detorata with

J

art work and pictures, and supplied with sufficient instructional materials.

All children engag in play activities, phys0ical exercises, naprtime, lunch,

aFademic work, and .$ocial-interaction-each day, he significance of the

personal and social experiences which lead to childhood ulaturity were, in all

likelihood, equal to the individual's growth in academic'ability. In all three

programs,'however, the children improved faster in the areas of colors-<,,

numbers, shapes, and locomotive skills, and leas quickly in the more formal

academic areas such as the identifieation and naming of upper and 1.oWer

alphabets and following directions.

As most of the preschool cbjectives (as stated in the project proposal)

are highly subjective in nature and do not lend themselves to statistical

evalUation, no precise interpretation can be made regarding their attainment.

15
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All sixty pupils, nevertheless, did meet'and sdrpass tho60 objectives which

*
.

are subject to accurate measurement. Thg pre.4 and post-test data generally

're

indicate that all objectiv s were probably-met, for the success of these o

programs and the.achieveme t of theae pupils wivremarkably high.

fr

16
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MEASUREMENT OF ACADEMIC GAIN:

ftabody Individual Achievement Test*
' .

The Peabody Individual Achievement Test (PLAT) was/administered to each

'Title.I pupil.as a:pre- and post-test, in Septetber and May respectively;

The changes (increases or decreases.). betweed these two sets of scOteb presents

i , . .i

an overviewzof the scholastic attainment of the pupils. Administration of
4,..,

the PIAT provides.a wide-rapge measure of achievlpeni id
1

the areas.of
.

mathematics, reading,. spelling,.and 4eneral information..
. ,

r

'The mathematics subtest measureS the pupil's ebility to app/y mathematical

knowledge to'the solution ofpractical compUtational problems. Thia subtest
A

does not require wri,ting 'or ovl resiOnses and as the first subtest presented,

enables the tester'to establish a good,raOport With the..pupils. The resding

recognition subtest measures the,pupil's ability to translate sequences of

printed alphabetic symbols which formtwords into speech soundsthat can be

understood by others as words.

The reading comprehension subtest measures the individual s abilit

to derive meani from printed:words. The format includei,a aeries o

sentences of increasing difficblty from which the pupil first 'reads a passage
4

and then selects-from foUr illustrations the one that best cinvieys the

meaning of the.passage., °The spelling test measures the pupil's ability

to recognize correctly spelled words . lit?dothis the pPpil:selects, in

response to verbal cues provided by'the tester, thecorrect one of four

similarlY printed words with siight variations.in spelling. fhe fifth

*Dunn, Lloyd M., & Markwardt, Frederick C. Jr., Peabody Individual Achievement
TestmoAmerican Guidance Service, Inc., Circle Pines, Minnesota, .55014, 1970.
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.

subtest, general infOrMation, measures the extent to which the pupil has

acquired knowledge relating to himself and-his environment. 'This subtest

4

.con Sts of open endedquestionsthat relate to-general encycropedic knowledge.

The Peabody Individual Achievement Test Vas chosen as'the standard
, . ,

01)413.measuring inetrument for use with Title I. it because of its numerous

Characteristics which enhance its utility as hi6sue of scholastic
,

ohievement. Fkrat' ;the PIAT was designed as an indivIdUally-administered-
.

r.

..,
.

P
.

.

'test. A-s group tests ar able tommasure only a relatively.narrovtange of

grade levels; or are4agnostiC instruthents in a specific subject matter, the.

,.
..

PIAT,ip not proneto7theselimitatifns. ,The test enatles the exaMiner to,.

'establish a personal relationship with.the pupil,that helps to-elicit i more
,

,optimal performance from him, especiallywheS the'pupil is less,motiVated.toward

school and academic achievement. The PIAT, as an individual test; also allows
) .

closer.rnonit5,ng of puPil behavior, encourages lese guesswork, and permits

more accurate measurement.of the achievement exhibited by immature and under-'

achieving pupils.

'The PIAT is- a wide-range instrument extending from kindergarten through

highSehool, with the items arranged in order of difficulty. This feature

-makes it possible to locate quickly, and administer only, those,parts of the

test that are within the critical range of difficulty for the pupils. With

this attribute, some of the major faults of group teats are avoided: boring

brighter students with items which are too easy for them, and frustrating

slower oneltkith items beyond t :ibilities.

A third advantage of the PIAr WthatAt was designed to be/a screening

test which could be quickly administered and scojed,,typically taking only

thirty to forty minutes. No special Lead pencils,.computer programming, or'

sets of coded scoring stencils are necessary. The pupil's successful progress

through the test is scored at the ame time he is being examined.

18
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The HAT is an untimed, power test. An emphasis on speed Would be a

considerable handicap for most underachieving or disadvantaged Title I pupils.

Th tese items were mit sel4cted'fromapecific techniques'or-concepts but were

balanced aCross traditional, modern, a0 functional aspeCts of the general

curricula. This important eharacteristic of the PIAT minimizes the bias result-
, 45

ing from the particular instructional'approach to which the pupil was. exposed.

Rather, the PIAT test items measure functionaiknowledge or abilities that ate
a

.- widely-expected educational Outcomes.

Of particular benefit to Title I prOjects ls that the PIQOas designed to

:be most sensitive at the lower grade letrelS and to decreasegtadually in- i
-

This wasdone with the belief that the

i t. .

J-

PIM-would be useemore often with studen0s.whose achievementia,at the lower
, .

sensitivity_with adVancing grades.

level of the test range.

A' seventh valuable pect of the teat is that demonstraeion and. training
, V.

exercises are includetto .introduoe. each aubtest to the pupil, thus insuring

some initially successful experiences for. him. These exerciaes are also used,. .

to teach-the pupil the type.of responses wiliCh are expected. Completely.

0 objectiVe scoring, which is easily accomplished while the test is bepg

,administered, is built into three of the.five subtests. which are in multiple-

choice forit, and precise standards are provided on the other two to reduce

,oficoring

-o

Afe. Of major significance ts that:the PIAT subtests are designed so that no

0
academic skills are required other than those Specifically being.measured.

The mathematics and general informatioh subtests, for example, are made fairer

for the pupil with reading difficuliies in that no reading is required.

-4urthermore, the pupil dOes no writing on .any subtest since this ofteh,inhibies

his performance and motivation. The PIAT format, illus tions, and content

19
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were also specially selected t hold the interest of pupils of both sexes,

from'a wide variety of ages, and from differing cultural backgrounds..

14

MostiMportant for its accurate interpretation,.the PIAT was carefully:.

standardized nationally on a sample of 3,000 pupils in the mainstrgam of

public education. The sample of pupils upon which.the wirms arepased were
qk

chosen in ptoportion to the population of school-age children and\hased nn the

1967 projected data from the Bureail crethe 4ensus. The standardization,

conducted in 1969,-accounted for differences of sex, age, *race, socioi4conomic
7

status, and urban, suburban,,,and rural communities. , All, test administrators

received extensive training on testimg and sCoring procedures frem the'

American Guidance Service, Inc.

The twelfai distinctile aspect.of thia4test is that exten ve formal
.

preparation
,

is not required for its administration. The PIAT4anJaadminis-
a , , d

tered by any prOfessional person interested in measuring the academic

achievement of pupils. Furthermore, the testing procedures'are'aufficlently

objective so that non-professional assistantai.nnder supervisioni3Onay alsto

administer the PIAT. Such advantages as 'thepe Ms* the Peabody Individual

Achievement Test,a sound arid justified Choice for use in evaluating.the,

scholastic attaipment of Title I iimpils in Maui District.

2 0

e.
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Dk1A -"PRESENTATION & EXPLATTION OF TABLES

0 f
.

A gineral unde tanding of the statistical data is required before any.

portion of it can be applied to spcific projects, and.a concise explanatiod

'

of these tables is provided. Thia, description of the tabled data does 7t
%

--1119eitss inäividual programs or theiF specific achievement rates, but inter-

prets how the data was used for-this purpose. A school-by-school examination

'of each proSect, as well.a.s data tables relating to indiVilial projectspre

, ;presented ediately followilg.this section of the report.

any test, raw scores fluctuate acCording'to clip number of test

%

items and the abitity-of the individuals`being tested. Raw scores, by them-

selves, cannot be meaningfully interpreted. The Peabody Individual Achievemee\

Test provides four types of scores which were .de ved from the pupils' ra

scores during the time of test standardizatio Illebe derived scores are

:1) grade equivalents, 2),. age equivalents, 3) percentile nks, and 4) standard

4

a

Scores.

1

The %Mg elected to ase the first index o measurementlitthe-irade

etlialene sCores, as these are.thelt familiar to teachers, more readily

understood by educators, and least subject to statistical misinterpretation.*fl
While using grade equivalent cores s the basis of statiseical evaluation,

the table:4 data further minimize pos ibfe misunderstanding by'includinnly
%

the eine achieved. The actual grade levels the pupils were in and their

grade equivalent scores achieved on pre-testing Would, like raw scores,

fluctuate among projects and therefore be more difficult to compare and.

understand. It cannot be determined, in Other words, whether a fourth grader

*Teachers are cautioned, however, not to use the PIAT test data as a diagnostic

test. ..The derived,scores indicate the most appropriate grade level/at which

the pupil would function as an average student.

2 1
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1.6

-

with a 3.8 grade equivalent score achieved more Or less than a third grader
v.

with a 2.1 grade equivalent score. Iftly tile/difference between the pre-.and

)post-test scores (i.e., gains) can give this information.

I A'

4

14%k7
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PRE- AVID POST-TEST RESULTS OF PIAT
4C1

The data Presented on Table 1 -indicate only indirectly where the

pupils'were at thelieginning of the year and Where they were at its end,

with the significance of evaluation based on the.g ins ur losses (1) attained

dur g the year. The data; presented4m subse ent tqbles,.of grade
o.

equivalenrscores have therefore been refined into aver9ke monthly gains.

The average gain,per month was estabiished by sut.rattflig the pre-test.

- score froM the, postrtert ScOre, and'dividirig.thii by the millibar Of-months

between pre- and post-testing.

All test data from the PIAT are presented in average monthiy gains

in grade equivalent scores. 'The primary objective of most projects was for

the pupils to achieve an average grade equivalent score &eater than .1

per month, Achieving less than..1 per month would suggest that the pupils

were falling further behind their non-TitlI peets, and a .1 per month

rite of achieveMent woUld ind cate they were falling no further behind

than where they were at the g of the academic year. A fifth gradees

grade equivalent scores' of 3.7iuptember and 4.7 in May would imply that,

after a year's work, he is still over on ytar ehindthe tYpical pupil in

his grade level. For remediation to be, successful the academic gains must

be greater than those made by other pupils.

Another way of understanding the average monthly gain n reference to

the .1+ per month objective is to view the data as_month:Ter-month gains.

A projec4's pupils who achieved a .13 average monthly gain in effect

achievea'one and three-tenths months for each month (or one-tenth) of.the

academic year, thus gaintng .03 per month in addition fo the ..1 per m6nth

/1

eqUired of the grade levél'ab'a whole. In this case, the Title I project

whose.average monthly gain was .13 attained an achievement rate of one year

2 3
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in maintaining the pupils ability commensurate with that of other pupil's
\,

in his grade, and three-tenths of year' (.03 X tea) in remediation. 1L.the

end of the year the pupils were, on an average,.three-tenths of/a grade

level closer to functioning "on average". with non-Title I pupils. This

theoretical group of ils, therefore, were not-only ke ping up withlother

pupils but decreasing the gap between their acadeMic abi ity and that of

lk\other pupils.

I .

While grade equivalent.scotes are relatively easy to Understand, they

should not be accepted as proof or absol4e fact: ,Testing error by the fest

administrator may result in score's which are neither accUrate nor reasonable.

The standard error of measurement (reliability) an O standard error of

1 estimate (validity) of ihe test may also contribute to scores which are not

..///
. . .

"true" or perfect. Thus, all derived sàores, such'as grade equivalent scores,

are approximations of the true score. When an indiyidual attains a 2.3 grade

equivalent score it is not proof that he is functioning at exactly that .

I

level. The scOre repreients ceiling achievement oikthe pupil's upper limit.

An independent functioning .level may.be within a range of half a year to one

full year below the given score he is probably able to function. It is for

this reason that PIAT scores, like all achievement test data, should not be

used for diagnosis or prescription of individualworki

By averaging many scores,'howeves, the range of'probable true scores

for the group as a whole is considerably reduced in size. (Although no

correction for testing error by the administrator is possible.) More..

reliability can therefore be pladed upon the tabled data than wourd be

possible when examining just one pupil's score, for while his individual

score would be likely to change somewhat upon immediate retesting, the

group's average score would not be equally subject to the small variations

24
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within the group. T,e differences betwe.en each pupil's firstand second

set of scores would tend to balance out and retain:the same:Or nearly the

same, group scOre.

,
Th e effect !DA averaging scores has the inhe .drawback of using.

A%
%

numbers that must be rounded off. For gome data,his maY cpstitute losing

infOrmation, while for another case the fine measurement o'f a hundredth dr

thousandths place would ..not be necessary. Average monthly gains which are

within two hundreds of a ri another are not significihtly different:

and may be due to chance: Such differences should not be accepted as precise

fact, beas an indication of the probable academic successthat was

attained.

J.



'TABLE 1

READING RESOURCE' ROOMS

Pre-Post Results: Peabody Individual Achievement'
Test

SCHOOL

,

1

NUMBER OF

PUPILS

,

MATHEMATICS

..,

READING

RECOGNITION

READING

COMPREHENSICN

SPELLING GENERAL

IDEATION

Pgidja.24L:
3.8 1.4

TOTAL

SCORE

2.2 3.1 9Haiku

Pre Post Pre Post ±

1.0

Pre

2 1

Post

2.9

Pre

2,0

!ot

2.6

±
Pre

2.3

Post

3.3

±

j1.0

Pm

2.431 32 2,2 3.2

Kaunakakai 24 26 1,4 2.0 .6 1 1 1,6 .5 1.4 24 1.8 2i0 1.4 .9 1.7

Killei 30 24 3 0 4.6 1 6 2 7 4 8 2 1 1.3 4.4 3.1 2.2 4.0 1.8 2 4 4.6 2 2 2,3 4.5 2.2

Kiloha a
33 40 2.8 33 1.1 2 1 3.0 : 1.8 2.7 2.1 2,6 2.2 3.2 1 0 2.1 2

Kula , 28' 27 2;0 3.5 1 5 1.5 2.9 1.4 1.0 2.6
,

1.6 1.5 2,6 1.1 1.5 3.0 1 5 1.5 2.8 1 3

Paia 29 29 1 2 1.8 .6 1 6 2.4 1;0 2.4 ;.4 1.6 2.5 .1 1.6 1 5 1.2 2.1

Waihee 31 O 2 4 3,2 2 2 3,2 1.0 1.8 3.0 1.2 2.2 3.0 . 1.9 3.G 1 1, 2.1 3.0
,

Wailuku 53 461 1.9 3.2 1.3 1 9 3 9 2,0 1.2 3,4 2.2 1 8 3.4 1.6 1.5 3 1 1 6 1.=7 3.3 1.6

DISTRICT AVERAGE 32.4 31 7 2,1 3.2 1 1 1.9 3.1 1.2 1.3 2.8 1.5 2.0 2.9 1.0 1.8 3.0 1;2 1.8k 2.9 1.1

, l

2(3

ts4

0

27
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AVgRAGE MONTHLY GAINS

The first table of data presents the pre- and post-test results and the

gain achieved during the year by each reading4=rce room. Immediately to

the .right of the schools is indicated the number of.pupils, lollowed by the

-

scores for each of the five PIAT subtests: Table 2 also liSts the schools`'

in alphabetical order, but indicates the:average monthly gain in grade

_equivalent score that was.achieved. In all excep.LOne o these eight.projects

a few pupfls moved out of the local school area or, for vari:Ous reasons, left

the Title I program during the school yltar.

The pupils who left and the newer pupils who were admitted to the programs

did not receive both pre- and post7tests1 In addition, some pupils were

not post-tested due to absence from school during the last week of testing.

According to the prbjected enrollment of all Title I projects, 25 pupils

were not tested at the beginning-and end of the year.

That somyupils were not fully tested is an important,factor when

comparing the projects' Total Score monthly gains with the average monthly

gains in the last coluthn of Table 3. The Total Score of the-PIAT was based

on the number of pupils taking the test;.and with this number.diffsring

between test administration the Total Score was not always equivalent tc the

average monthly score. The average monthly gain represents the ain achieved

by puplls who received both pre-,and post-testing.

The graphs depicting theraverage monthly gains on the five PIAT subtests

(see individual project descriptions) show these scores for each program and

the Maui District averages. Each project's achievementican be seen in

relationship to the average of similar projects, with the achievement of its ,

pupils being above, equal to, or less than the eutire District. The overall

average does not, however, represent a standard criterion: It is not a goal
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to reach, nor a measure of program efficiency. A project whose academic

achieVement was above-the average does not necessdrily raiz file project was .

more effective than others, and a project whose pupils' achievement fell below

the average does not confirm that it was a less effective program. Comparative-

analysis among projects must be interpreted cautiously, for wRile one program

may have succeeded -.with fifth grade children and another achieved-less with

1
third graders, either one may have init:iated the remedial wbrk with less motivat-

ed pupils, a smaller budget, poor,facilities, lesser parental support, or

with pupils fUrther behind in their previous acddemic achievement. One project'

averaging less this year may, in following years, Mthieve more. 0

Ne(rebeless, the relationship between each.project's gains and tke!

District average does represent the general strengths and weakneOgs of'project

achievement, especially where these gains are relatively larget The larger.

the gain, as presented on ihe graphs by the distance from thecverage, the .

more confidence can be placed in the assumptign that these differences are real

and due to actual program .effectiveness. Scores which are higher or lowes

by two-hundredthsof a month's 'g;ain (equivalent to two-tenths of a year's gain),

when compared to the District average, may be -considered initihlly reliable.

Differences between subtests, however, must be viewed more cautiousli,,for the
er

different subject matter tends to be learned fasterbr slawer by chil4ren of

differing ages.

4 2 9
Q111
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TABLE 2

READING RESOURCE ROOMS
Average Monthly Gain in Grade Equivalent Scores by'Sch0O1

SCHOOL
Pupils
Tested (Math.

Rdg.
..)Rec.

Rdg. '
Comp-.., Spell.

dGen..
Info. Total

..

Haiku 32 .13 .11 .08

(

I .13 ' .19 .12

,

Kaunakakai 21 .06 .05 .09 .04 '-.06

r

r

Kihei 24 .20 .26 ..39 .23 .28 .28

Kilohana
.

.

29. .15 .12 .12 . .07 .13 :09

Kula 24 .18 .16 .19 .13 .18 .15

4

-.

Paia 29 .08 .11 .19 - .12 .20 .12

Waihee 30 .08 .10 ' .12 :08 .11 e.09

Wailuku 44, .17 .27 .29 .21 .21 .21

,

DISTRICT AVER. 233
(total)

.. .

.13 .15 .18 ,:_//.13 .16 .14-

.

3 0
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TABLE 3

-

READING RESOURCE ROOMS

Average Monthly GainAn.Grade Equivalent Scores by Gr r. Level
1

24

SCHOOL # PUPILS
TESTED

/ .

GRADE LEVELS
.."--/-

K 1 2 3 4 5
.:.-

9 --' AverSge

Haiku '32 ..10. .11
1

.07 -.11 .19 .15 .07 .18 .125

Iatinakakai .21 .08 .09

,

.08 .04 .04 .05 .076

0

Kihei
.

24 .15 .21 .26 .33

,

...249

jilohana .29

1-

-40

A.4 .07 .14, .16 .10 .123

Kula 24 .09 , 5. -415 .14 .26 417 .16 .155

Pala
,

29 .11 .13 .08 .07 .106

Waihee 30 .14 .05 :08

1

.09 .09 . 4. .11 .11

.

.100

*
Wailuku 44 ,24 .23 .22 . .230

4 r

,)

DISTRICT 233
(Total) ,

-146

,
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RANK OkDER OF GAINS BY PROJECTS & GRADE LEVELS

Table. 4A presents the rank order of project components by their average

monthly gain achieved. Like'all PIAT test data, these gains are based on
,

grade equivalent scores, with the difference between pre-,and post-tests being

divided by the average number of months (per project) between testing dates.

Table 4, concerning reading resouice'rooms, indicateg the rank order of

0
grade levels according to their respective average monthly gains. No consistency .

of achievement through grade levels'was evident, with this.due to the heterogeneous

classification'of grade levels throughout all eight projects. That'is, most

A
projects, whether more or less effective than others, served most grade levels,

and the specific grade level gains, by one were balanced by those of another.

That pupils in kindergarten, seventh and eighth grades achieved

lower learOing rates does suggest, however, that the.youngest and 'oldest

pupils were often unable 6 benefit as Much from the projects as were other

children. The individualized instruction and.gagvating techniques Were

apparently less effective for these "harder to reach" pupils. The results

c'
this year,,futther, are a reversal of the 1972-1973 outcomes which showed,the

sixth graders making the least gains. .The present result shows that the fifth

and sixth graders ranked first and second respectively, indicating significant

improvement for this .group of target students.



TABLE 4

READING RESOURCE ROOMS

Rank Order of Grade Levels by Average
Monthly GainAchieved

GRADE LtVEL AVERAGE MONTHLY GAIN

.188

.171

4 .156

3 4 ,.155

.144

.111

7 .110

8 .110

K .090

TABLE 4A

7

Rank Order of PrOject Componentsby Average
Monthly Gain AchieVed

SCHOOL AVERAGE MONTHLY GAIN

Kihei

A

.249
,

Waiiuku .230

Kula

.,.

.155

Haiku .125

KilOhana

..

.123

Paia .106

Waihee .100

Kaunakakai .' .076 -

26



AVERAGE GAIN DURING INTERVENTION

27

Among ihe various tables of PIAT data, and numerous graphs of subtest

scores, the most valuable and comprehensive information is revealed in Table 5.

First are liSted, in alphabetical order, the Title I schools during the past

academic year.%1To the right of,each aphool are the average monthly gains of
"0

the pupils in tkat school's project before the beginning of the academic

year. °J'o dete±4ne this, baseline figure each 'Pupil's pre-test Total-Score was

divided_by the Wber of months of academic instruction which he had received

up to that.time A fourth grade pupil at the September pre-testing would
,

rt
have beeArin 6c1.4ol three years, or thirty mpnths 7 excluding kindergaren. ,

Achievinga gr de egFivalent score of 2.0, his average monthly gain, or base-

line rate, befor the Title I program began would have been .07, Every pupil's

beseline.taie 6 liiarning.was established, and averages for each project were

recorded. /'"?

A iikilarvrOcedure was used fo
. -

gains during tSarticipation in

'Total kpre wa*subtracted from his

divided byr_the number of months (to

periods:,

detein1iiIfTie pupils' average monthly

the Title Iproject. Each pupil's pre-test

posr-testfTotal Score, and the difference

the nearest half-month) between testing j

r most.projects there was a seven or seven and one-half month

interval. These second-column figures show the actual academic gain which was

attained by the typical pupil in each project.

Immediately to the right of these numbers is a third set of figures,

with these representing the most significant of all FIAT data. This last

column in Table 5 shows the increased learning rate of the children for which

*
each Title I project was largely responsible. When considering testing and

academic achievement only, these figures provide the most direct means of

assessing program effectiveness. The increased rates of learning, which are

3 4
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in addition to the baseline learning,rates Of the pupils prior to the programs'

beenning, indicate the relationship between what the youngsters,were achieving

before their Title I experience and during their remedial instruction. The

greater the increase in learning rate the faster the pupils were achieving an

'academic ability equal to non-Title I children. Similarly, with higher

learning rates the.better these children will be able to function within the.

mainstream of _school activitidt in coming years,and, essentially, the more

effective was the,Title I program.

The iiatistical figures of Table 5, as high as they are, represent only

the total testscore of the PIAT. This average sc re of the five subtests

reflects the necessary and critical emphasis which individualized instruction

in remedial reading must have within each school, for a fundamental ability

to read is a prerequisite to academic work in general. Since the emphasis

'within readingresource rooms was placed on reading, the pupils attained their

greatest gains on-the subtests jof reading rer,gnitior and reading comprehension. .

The Total Score:Z:1er, was not increased to its .15 average just because

the two reading subtests Were high, for the pupils also achieved learning rates

in mathematics, general information, and spelling which were Most frequently

higher than their baseline rates. The pupils, whose average gain in reading

was 1.7 years, could from.their reading improvement better comprehend mathematical

problems, understand and absorb.more knowledge of their environment, and

recognize and recall the correct spelling of more words. The emphais on

reading'resulted in an overall iMprovement throughout the spectrum of academic

knowledge and ability.
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TABLE 5

READING RESOURCE ROOMS

Pupils' Average Monthly Gain-Ba4Te & During Their Program,:PartiOipation

SCHOOL BEFORE PROGRAM
PARTICIPATION

DURING PROGRAM:-.':

PARTICIPATION

'INCREASE

L

Haiku
,

.

.06

.,

.12

Kaunakakai

.

..

.05
. 09 . 04

Ai

Kihei. .07 25 I.
118

Kilohana .08
.

.12, .04

Kula
,

,

.07 .11 .08

Paia .10

<
.

.10
.

0
.

Weihee
,

.07 J'.

,

AO .03

Wailuku
,

.

.10 .23 ..

.

.13
_

DISTRICT AVERAGE .08. .15 . 7.

30
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ACHIEVEMENT OF CHITERION

the last of the tables involving FIAT data from reading,resource rooms,

Table 6, ndicates the percent of pupils in each project whose achievement

during the scho61 year was above their baseline rates and, secondly, above

.1 average monthly gain. The number of pupils listed is the number who were

both pre- and post-tested. These percent figures represent those pupils Nho

were above theii baseline rates and average monthly gains. As the individual

baselines were nearly always below .1 monthly gain, the percent of pilpi1s .

surpassing theft baseline rates tended to be greater than the percent reaching

the objective criteria of .1 per month.

37



TABLE 6

READING RESOURCE ROOMS

line Rate & .1 Avera e Monthly Gain
.

SCHOOL

M:z

1 NO. OF PUPILS PERCENT ABOVE
. BASELINE RATE

PERCENT ABOVE
.1 AVERAGE
MONTHLY GAIN

Haiku
:.

32 81 59
.

Kaunakakai 21

.

71 19 N

Kihei 24 100 100
,

Kilohana 29 66 55

...

Kula 24 92 83

Paia 29 66 59

,

Waihee 30 77 33

Wailuku 44 98 98

.

DISTRICT AVERAGE 233(Total) 82 66

3 °

>
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ESTIMATES3OR IMPROVEMENT IN BEHAVIOR
r

Table 7 presentS the final results from the Project Teacher Behavioral

Estimate Form. The scores, listed by the school of the '4tle I project, are

the average pupil scores per question. A YES response on the edtimate form .

was assigned two points, arOINCERTAIN response one point, and a NO response

no points, with an average seOre per question of 2.0 being the-highest possible,

and zero being the loWest.
-

The table immediätely following these-final results, Table 8, shows the

pre-post increases from the estimate form. (For 'the initial results of these

estimstes, see Table 6 of the SWARC Mid-Year Progress Report for 1973-1974.)

'As the name of the behavioral estimate forth implies, this measurement of pupil-
-

behavior was a subjecave estimate at best. 'No assumptions regarding,its

validity or reliability can be made and no concrete conclusions may be drawn

from it.

Nevertheless, a notable aspect shown in the results from Table 8 is that

questions two, five,-and eight ("Good study'habite, "Completion of assigned

tasks oft time", and "An ability to follow directions accurately" ) had the

-
greatest increases, while the third question ("Good cooperation with project

teacher.") had the least increase of any question. The Subjectivity of

estimiting becomes most obvious with'this disparity, for while the pupils

increased their work and improved their study habits, they weren't, apparently,

what-the-teachers-wanted,;---The---low--rating -of pupil-cooperation-probably-7--

reflects the level of frustration felt by:teachers, and has little.to do with.

whether the pupils were actually cooperating or not., That.the pupils improved
.

.their Work and behavior, however, iSlirmly supported by the evidence of their

tested achievements. '



TABLE 7

kEADING RESOURCE kooms

Final Results Ftom Project Teacher Behavioral Estimate Form

Average Pupil Score Per Question
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READING RESOURCE.ROOHS
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PUPIL ATTENDANCE RECORD

Table 9, concerning the pupils' attendance records, readily shows that

none of the projects achieved the criterion for improving school attendance.

In fact, a number of'schools' Tifle I pupils actuallyworsened their school

attendance as the year progressed. On an overall basis, the total school

population of the State annually shows a gradual drop in attendance as the end

of the school year approaches and the individual records of ESEA Title I

pupils are usually compatible with the general population; Only Kaunakakai,-

Kula and Waihee Schools maintained a somewhat.stable attendance record w ich

is typical of the statewide average for 411 schools. Kilohana and Wailu u

decreased slightly while Kihei and Paia Schools shoWs approximate.decreases

of 1 -15% between the Fall and Spring attendance counts. Haiku School's.

drastic reduction from the 78-81% range to 25% was reported to be due to the

pupils' illness during the spring months.



TABLE 9

READING RESOURCE ROOMS

Pupil Attendance Record

AvIr

36

SCHOOL

AVERAGE PERCENTAGE RATE OF ATTENDANCE
,October December February April

Haiku 74
(

78 81 g5

M

Kaunakakai 93 93
.

91 92

4

Kihei .

r

84 82. 80 . 69

Kilohana
r

96 93 91' 93

Kula
.

0 96 94 97

Paia 91 80 83 72

Waihee -94 ,90
,

95 92

Wailuku . 96

l

93 82 89

DISTRICT AVERAGE 91 88 87 79

4 3
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LEISURE & ENRICHMENT READING

The last table of data concerning reading resource roams presents informa-

tion regarding the number of books which the pupils read during the first .

and last two months of the school year. ,The data shown jn Table 10 was not

very reliable or a truly accurate measurement of pupil reading improvement.

Second only to parentat involvement, the leasurement of pupil behavior - and

especially their reading of books - was the most difficult to establish. Such

reading may not only occur at any time, and be a private affair of the

individual pupil, but the, teacher herself cannot often judge whether the pupil

really read the book or not. The teachers subjective judgment had to be

used in estimating what kind of readinlsoccurred (e.g., skimming, recognizing

familiar worlis, or comprehending),iand haw difficult the book was.

In some cases the number of tooks read increased shaiply, due to greater

interest, ability, and motivatio by the pupils, and because the books were

inof equal difficulty. In otherZprojects the number of books read decreased,

due.to a similar interest,dbility, and motivation, and because the books

increased in length 4fid difficulty. It can be assumed from the PIAT test

results, however, that reading ability improved and that reading content increased

in difficulty within each project.



TABLE 10

REAUING.RESOURCE ROOMS

Average Number of Books Read Per .

Pui1 During Academic Year
_

SCHOOL NUMBER OF PUPILS FIRST 2 MOS. LAST 2 MOS:

Haiku

_

2
32; .9 9.8

Kaunakakai 24 5.3 , 6.0,

Kihei 30 4.2 8.8

Kilohana ' 30

_.

11.5 7.1

Kula 24 5.2
V

7.9
k

;A. Waihee
71?"

30 .8 2.5

. '

Wailuku 50 ; ,

. 7.2
.

4 5
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PRESCHOOLS: TE T OF EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

'The Test of Expressive Language (TEL)* is.a short, easily administered

instrument for evaluating the level of expressive language functioning of

children'. The child is required to respond verbally to a series of graded

questions about himself and his immediate environment. The TEL consists of

seventy-five items that can be administered in about fifteen minutes to

children between three and seven years of age.

The results from this preschool Test of Expressive Language are presented

in Table 11. The norm scores are standardized scores derived from the

properties of the normal probability curve and preserving the absolute dif-
r

ferences between scores. The TEL norm score (z-score) is 100 or a value of
-

zero. The'greater the distance (above or below) from "100", the wider the

gap from the mean score.

While all three preschools at Hans, Lanai, andPuunene achieved norm

scores well above 100, precise assessment of whether they met their objectives

was not possible. The norms for the TEL were:established for "economically

disadvantaged" preschool pupils and the Title.I Criterion for preschool partici-

pants was primarily for the "educationally deprived": Further, a considerable

number of the pupils at Lanai and Puunene came from families of foreign-born

parents which indicates cultural-language disadvantages inhibiting successes

at school.

*Crowell, Doris C., Fargo, George A., & Noyes, Mary H.,- Test of Expressive
Language, University of Hawaii, 1969.

4 6
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PRESCHOOLS: CHECKLIST OF BASIC SKILLS

Table 12 shows-the pre-post percent of criterion success achieved 'by the

1

preschool.pupils on the Preschool Checklist.for Basic Skills. While increases

were significant for all three projects, the lianai project exhibited slightly

greater gains, probably due to the academic orientation of the projeci

teacher. (Note: The new Lanai preschool teacher was a former kindergarten

teacher in the HEP classroom at Lanai Elementary School.) Another explanation

for the lesser increases by the Hana preschoolers was their generally higher

pre-test scores which were, on the average, 6% greater than Lanai's. The

Puunene children, although achieving the,highest preteft scores (31%) failed to

exceed an average of 51% for the post-test..

The Checklist of Basic Skills did not attempt to measure the pupils'

growth in the affective domaThe The lack of such a measurement may have

been to the disadvantage of preschool projects emphaizing this area. The

Puunene project, never-the-less, achieved significant and respectable gains

-in the skill areas that were tested.
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TABLE 11

RESULTS FROM PRESCHOOL TEST OF EXPRESSIVE LANGUAGE

41

HANA LANAI PUUNENE

Number of Pupils
,

20 19 20

Average Age at Posttest 59 mos. 57 mos. 59 mos.

Pre-Average Norm Score ,102 90 92

Post-Average Norm Score
,

125 115 105

Average Norm Score Increase

.

:,:
23

.,,

25 13

Pretest Average Score - 32.0 .19.3 23.8

Pretest Average Percent Correct 42.7 25.7 31.7

--

Posttest Average Score 62.2 51.4 43.9

Posttest Average Percent Correct 82.9 68.5 58.5

Increase A Pre-Post Percent Correct 40.2 42.8 26.8 ,

4



TABLE 12

PR-SCROOL PRDJECTS

Pre-Post Percent of Criterion Success Achieved by Pupils on

the Preschool Checklist for We Skills

,

RANA, LANAI PUNENE Posttest Scores

District Avera:e

ITEM CRITERIA PRE POST INCREASE PRE POST INCREASE PRE POST INCREASE

Colors Identified 45 160 55 30 86 56 42 90 48 92

Colors Named 44 97 53 22 87 65. 29 70 41 85

Numbers Identified 12 85 73 2 81 79 37 87 49

I

84

Numbers Named 14

,

80 66 1 77 76 14 64 50
,

74.

Shapes 20 100 80 23 91 68 61

58

78 17 90

Locomotive Skills ° 40 98 58 44 95 51 82 24 92

Other Skills 51 99 48 ) 1 79 28 40 78 3$____ , a
7,6 ..

POper Alphabet Identified 5 82 77 0 90 90 51 57 6

Upper Alphabet Named 4 81 77 0 89 89
584

Lower Alphabet Identified 71 71 0 85 85 41 48 7 68

Lower Alphabet Named 0 69 69 83 83 2 3 , 51

Follow Directions 54 94. 40 ,I4

1

12

13 29 49 83 34 83

'DISTRICT AVERAGE
I 18 84 66 84 72 31 51 20 73

,

49

50
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ASSESSMENT OF PROGRAM

The assessment of various components of the Maui District ESEA Title I

proSects are presented in alptiabeticai b ok'the ichdolgiprojects. Each

project component was evaluated on basis ofthe following or 1 and

revised project objettives: ( ,0.7to the Mid-Year PrOgrebs.Report, SWDRC

Report #127, for additional 'eall's regarding the goals and objectives).

ir

Objectives for Reading Resource Rooms, 1973-1974

Schools: Haiku School Pala School
Kaunakekai Elementary School Waihee School
Kihei "school Wailuku Elementary School

Kula School

Revised Objective #

Revised

dard Test Scdres will increase, on the average, to
a learning rate greatempthan .1 average monthly gain
in giade equivalent scores for reading recognition and
reading comprehension between the pre- and post-tests.

ve 112: The amountof enrichment reading done by the pupils,
-as indicated by the number of high interest/leisure
Iedding or non-text books, will be increased between
the Fall and Spring terms.

0

Objectives for Preschools, 1973-1974

Schools: Hana High and Elementary School
Lanai High & Elementary School
Puunene School -

Revised Objective PS#1: Ninety percent (90%)of the childrenTartiCipating
in this preschool project will improve (or remain 100%
accurate) their te456nses in each of thetwelve
categories of's lp,on,the PRESCHOOL CHECKLIST FOR

BASIC SKILLS, deHd ed and provided by the Social
Welfare Developing and Research Center.

Revised Objective PS#2: Ninety percent (90%) of the.children will improve (or.
remain 100% accurate), their expressive language
functioning by participating in the preschool projecl-
for a-minimum six consecutive months during the 1973-1974
academic year.



TABLE13

PROJECT: HOU SCHOOL.

Average Monthly Gain on PiAT Subiests from Title I Project and Distribtiverage
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HAIKU SCHOOL -. Reading Resource Room Project

"'Y

.\

The Haiku School ptoject involved 32)Cpils from grades on through eight

and one reading teacher. The classroom facilities were adequate\in space and
;

furniture and a good variety of readinirArinstruction materiels werk evident.

The students reported to uhe reading resource room according to g4de levels

..and this ranged in number from one or two pupils per period to fiveor six,

depending on the.number selected from each grade.

. Thellupileof this project achieved A TOTAL SCORE average shove .1 per

month during the 1973-1974 academic year. The PIAT test tesults indi ate that

'these children attained their lowest gains in READING (averaging ,095 ain.per

sionih), and the most in GENERAL INFORMATION. The MATH and.SPELLING sub st

gains were equal to the District.Average.
. .

\

While the PIAT TOTAL:SCORE was .12 gain, and just slightly less than the

average of all projects, the variation between test scores was considerable

and did Oot follow the Districea overall achievement trends. 'Gains throughout

the District more frequently occurred in the two subtests of READING, and less

in dENERAL INFORMATION, MATHEMATICS, and SPELLING. This project's relatively_

low,gains in r4ding may be attributed to the difficulty encountered in the

'indiv dualizition of reading instruction to eight different gralAlevels. With
%

s-three,'four, or five pupils from each grade level, precise diaposis of pupil

need and individualized instruction may have been less than necessary to attain

succees equal to the District average.

,The achievement made, however, was significant. These pupils were learning

at a rate of six-tenths of a. year prior, to their participation in the.project,

and twice that rate during it. The-achievement rate of tnese pupils before the

program began was second lowest in the District, yet their achievement rate during

A

intervention was greater than that reached by several other projects.

5 4



Aimilarly, the percent_of_pupils above_ their_previous_baseline_ratee:Was7very_

close-to the Dietrictamerage, as was the percept of these pupils:who achieved

more than. .1 gain per month.

Although the pupils! BEHAVIOR improved at a rate almost-:equel to the

typical pupil of ihe District, their ATTENDANCE (as.recorded and submitted) fell

draetically in'the last full month of the schOol year. The sudden decriase in

attendance,,aa reported, was apparently due to the pupil illness. The NUMBER

OF BOORS which these pupils read, however, was reported to have been-more than

ten times greater during the laat two months of the school year-than during ihe

,first two.

The achievement of ihe pupils in the Haiku School Title I project was ,

significant for their educational development. test scores and other assess-

ment data, however, were ,of ten inconsistent and the petterm of the- gains made

were not typical of most'reading projects. 'While the projectwas beneficial
4

to the pupils and helped them decrease their need fbr remedial instruction, further

attention during the 1974-1975 academic year should be given to more precise

individualization of instruction. $4k more consistentand effective classroom

management system including appropriate pupil motivation, and greater involvement

44mr
of parents.shonld also be considered.

5 5



HANA HIGH & ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - Preschool Project

The preschool project at Hana High & Elementary Sfh:ol Was organized and

coordinated by the project teacher and-one educational assistant. The twenty

preschoolers utilized.two rooms which were joined by an open doorway. Sufficient

47

academic and achievement materirs, and various other learning activities, were

provided. The daily schedule included academic tasks, art work, play time,

recreation, nap and lunch times, and general socialization among the pupils.

Each child was assigned specific duties and classroom chores for the day,,

such as cleaning a section of the room. Individual places on a large work

fable were provided and individualized attention by parent volunteers was given.

All parents of these preschool children regularly volunteered their help

during t

c

e year. If a parent,.assigned to help the project on A,specific.day,

't
could no come, it was his/her responsibility to dontact another parent,or

community volunteer to assist in the class.

The two roams allowed for the use of ope area as an academieresource room,

- and the second primarily for.play activity, recreation,and art work.' During

the morning period, both rooms were used for academic activity. Included within

'the rooms of this project were two Language Masters, a tape recorder with six

listening stations, a small library and study area, and various instructional

materials. Numbers and letters of the alphabet were along the walls, as was

much art work by the pupils. One large chalk board was covered with pictures

representing their colors, such as a blue balloon, a blue ball, and blue boat

for.the color blue; a brown bear for the color brown; a green tree for the color

green, etc. Each set of pictures was labelled with the appropriate color of

"BLUE", "BROWN", "GREEN", etc.

4hA larger calendar checked off each pasting day, an attendance chart with

the papils' names was used to encourage self-direction (each pupil had to move

56
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his/hertmetoonesidebeforetheywrerecognizedsgbeing at school), an4

each pupil had their own self-made basket within which was indicated (on color-

coded strips) the academic tasks to be completed that day. Host'objects within

the rooms were carefully labelled as "clock", "calendar", "table", "record

,

player", etc. As these preschoolers earned enough points; ;!HappineOsj,etters"

were sent home to their parents. During the afternoon hours the preschoclex's

had the opportunity to choose.activities of their preference.

Table 11 indicates average improvement in expressive language skills was

40.2% between pre-: and post-tests. This was accomplished by all twe 00%)

preschoolers who made highly significant improvements in the TEL scores. The

norm scores showed a 23 point jump from 102 to 125 between pre- and post-tests.

The objective (PS#2) was surpassed handily by this project.

These twenty pupils (100%) of the Hana preschool projec2/- t achieved eighty-

2 four percent success on the post-test of the Preschool Checklist for Basic

0

Skills. No other preschool project achieved more. The pupils.made remarkable

suCcess on every criteria of this Checklist, although the least success occurred

in naming and identifying the lower alphabet. One hundred percent success was

attained on colors identified and shapes, with almost perfect achievement on

color names, locomotive skills, other (sodial) skills, and following-directions.

Overall, the achievement was dOilsiderable and representative of the project's

organization and environment.

With puppets, puzzles, appropriate teaching devices, decorative and

instructional materials around the classroom and.a specific schedule of daily

activities, the project proved in fact, to be very successful. The two rooms

were neat and well organized, parental involvement was fully evident, and the

pupils appeired fo be motivated toward the class. The Title I preschool project

at Hana High & Elementary School was very beneficial to its pupils and highly

effective. The program should continue to offer these academic advantages for

other preschoolers during the coming school year.

57"



'ABLE 14

PRafECT: KCNAKAK41 ELEMENTARY SCWOL

Average Monthly Gain on PIAT Subtests from Title4I Project and District Average
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KAUNAKAKAI ELEMENTARY SCHOOL:,- Reading Resource,Room Project

This project was situated in a very attractive and adequately equipped

Classroom with.sufficient reading instructional materials. A second-year:project,

the Kaunakakai reading program includedJ.Fty pupils, of whom only twenty-one

were pre- and post-tested. The r applied systematic behavioral management

a

prinCiples tá motivate her pupils and many showed,evidences Of being self-directed

and functioning. Unfortunately, the project teacher became ill during the last

two months of the school year and post;iesting was Completed by the Molokai

, Complex Child Development Team of the Special Services program. This latter

facaors may have influenced the relatively poor achievement outcoies of the pupils

in this project.

The academic gains achieved were the lowest of Maui District. No subtest

a

galr was at or above the average, and none reached the .1 slain per month
-

,,,,tecessary for remediation to effectively occur. The'READING gains averaged

.07ver month, and the GENERAL INFORMATION subtest scores resulted in the only

7decreased rate of learning in the District.

_

:Another possible teason why these twenty-one pupils achieved less than

most others throughout the District was that they were ach evinvonly one-half.

4of'a 7nth's grade level gain (per month of instruction) befo e the project

begaq.* No other reading program taught pupils with such a low baseline rate,

? and p*ercoming this initial deficiency was apparently very difficult. That
,

these pupils, who' were aChleving half as much as their non-Title I peers before

...the project, did achieve a rate almost equal to other pupils is commendable.

:Seventy-one percent of these pupils were achieving a greater learning rate during

thp project than before it began.

While the pupils' BEHAVIOR improved somewhat during the School year as

udged by the project teacher, it was less than.the average improvement of

60,
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other Title I pupils. The ATTENDANCE rate showed little change during the

school year, yet was still well above the District average at the end of the

year. The opposite was true of the LEISURE.READINd performed by these pupils,

wliere their reading (i.e., number of books read) increaded during the year,

but not as rapidly as most.projects' pupils.

The children involved in the Kaunakakai reading project made considerable

achievement during the school year relative to their low initial learning rate.

mr
They did not, however, succeed as well as other Title I or non-Title I .children.

The criterion of .1 gain per month was not met.

f
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TABLE 15

PROJECT: KIHEI SdlOOL

1.

Average Monthly Gain on KAT Subtests from Title I Itoject and District iver;ge

Ns 24

.07

.06

MATHEMATICS READING READIN SPELLIM GENERAL

RECOGNITION COMPREHENSION INFORMATION

Title I Ptojeot

District Average

SCORE
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KIHEI SCHOOL - Reading Resource Room Project

The Kihei School reading project operated out of a rather dilapidated

building which was fdimerly used for art classes. However, the facilities

were much more adequate this year (than previously, especially in consideration

of the school's general overcrowded situation due to the increasing enrollment

each year. The pfoject teacher was able to effectively utilize all available

sPace and the overall learning environment was significantly improved.

Approximately thirty pupils were served, at any one time, throughout the year.

The Kihei School's reading resource room, with twenty-four pupils, pre-

and post-tested, achieved significantly more than any other Title I project of
9

Maui District. The monthly gains were exceptionally high, and some caution

should be exercised in its reliability, although the correlations indicate that

these children all made significant gains. These pupils achieved .33 gain

per month in READING (or over three years). While.this project was successful,

\and of Considerable benefit to these pupils involved, these exceptionally high

gains may not accurately represent the real success that was achieved bY the

pupils.

Grade levels three through sik were served by the Kihei reading project

and their success largely contributed to the fact that these same gradeb ranked

as the four most successful in the District.

Achieving a baseline of .07 per month,before entering this projdct (which

was slightly below the average), ihe pupils gained .25 of a year's grade level
r-

for each month of the Project. While these pupils made considerable-achievement'

during the school year, and the project was of great benefit to them, the

gains appeared excessively great. During the academic year the pupils were

learning (as recorded by test scores) over three and one/half times faster than

they had before the project. Their learning rate in reading, furthermore, was

6 4



almosf five times greaterduring the project than before it began. No other

Title I program matched or even approximated such high gains.

54

Similarly, the pupils all (100%) attained learping rates above their base-

line rates, and above .1 gain per month. Yet'the improvement of BEHAVIOR0:as

estimated by the project teacher, was the lowest in the District, and the

ATTENDANCE rate was second lowest (and decreased considerably from the beginning

of the school year.)

A Ctassroom management system based on systematic application of behavioral

management techniques was evident in this prOject. The pupils were taught self-

direction and a good arrangement of,the furniture and4Ctivities permitted

efficient instruction.

The Kihei ichool's Title I reading project succeeded iu improving its

pupils academic abilities. The precise extent of this achievement, however,

as indicated by the recorded gains, should be accepted with'caution. The ,

actual sucCess of these pupils may be more accurately asselsed from their confirm-
.

ed achievement during the 197471975 school year.

17
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- KILOHANA ELEMENTARY SCHQOL - Reading Resource Room and Counseling Project

Objectives for Reading and Counseling Project, 1973-1974

Revised Objective_KS#1:_,Toeffectively_instruct-the-project-pupils,in__________
readfrig skills so they achieve, on.an average, a learning

(- rategreater than .1 average monthly,gain-in grade

4P .

equivalent'scores for reading reCognition and reading
comprehension between Ore- and post-teats.

Bevised-Oblegtive KS#2: Attendance at school of identified pupils of this project,
with attendance iroble0sVill, on an average, increase
by fifty perCent (50%) from the months of October and .

December, 1973 to'the months of February and April, 1974.
AttendanCe of all other Participating students will
increase by6an average'of five percent (5%).

1

Revised Objective KS#34- The personal and interpersonal interactions and behayiors
." of t,d:participating pupils in this projeCt will, od

an average,.increase b; 3f4 between the end of
September, 1973 and the end of April; 1974.

_

56

A ,
Revised Objectne KS44:' The pat'ticipating pupils' self concept.wili,-on an

average, be improved by 25% betvieen the pre- and post-
! tests of individually ,admidistered self concept measuring'

instruments.

The ESEA Title I project at Kilohana Elementary School involved separate

reading and counseling components. The two components were staffeby a reading

teacher and-a-counselor operatint out-of-two aeperate-but-adequateficiliiiea..---

Both components featured.indiviralized instruction with a good assortment and

array of/reeading instruction'materials, perhdps the best of any school within

Maui Dicrict. Each component also featured a variety of media devices to be

used with the instructional materials. The reading teacher, to enhance individual- '11

ization and motivation, applied systematic behavioral management techniques.-

including-a token economy and a cOntingency contracting system.

The'pupils' achievement on all subtests except MATHEM4ICS indicate gains

less than the District-Averaged, yet most are above the remedial criterion

levelof.lgaAppermonth.BothREADINGubtestgainswere.12per month, or

two/tenths of a year greater than the average non-Title I child. Such scores

68
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which Were relatively consistent an4 typical.of the District's general achieve-

ment, indicate that remediation in reading'wai-OCcurring.

This,project's baseline rate was-.08 per month, and equal to the average

of all other pupils' learning rates. Achievement during the school year was

also close to the-District averages, with four other project achieving at or

above the .12 monthly gain in reading and three below this leve .

As a reflection of the pupils' test scores, both the percent of pupils

/above their baseline rates.and above .1 monthly gain were somewhat less than the
0

average Distiict.achievement. BEBAVIORAL imprevement, however,'w#S similar to

that of other projects, as was the slight decresie in ATTENDANCE. The NUMBER

OF BOOKS read by these-pupils decreased during the year, and this was the only

project in which this occurred. Such,subjective data, however, may not be

accurate, for while the books decreased in number their size and difficulty may .

have increased.

The Piers-Harris Children's Self Concept Scale entitled, "The Way I Feel

About Myself," was used as one of the insteuments to measure objective KS# .

The Scale is a quickly completed self-report instrument designed for children

over a wide age range. The Séale was designed primarily for research on the

development of children's self attitudes and correlates of theile attitudes. The

authors caution thatsny use f the instrument, other than for research, should

ntered into cautiously and subject to specified limitations.

6 9
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TABLE,17

Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale:
Mean Scores by Grade Level, Kilohana School

Grade N Pre-Percentile* N. Post-Percentile* Gain/LC:sit

2 5 69 3 74 . . +5
ir.

3 '6 /-- 77 6 79 +2.
,..

4 10 69 10 69 -0

5 5 38 5 49 +11

6 6 52 5 80 +28
44 k,,J

Total 32'' 61 30 70 +9

*The norms used for converting the ra4 scores to percentiles are for grades 4-12.
No norms are available below grade 4.

These scores indicate that the students at Kilohana School have a higher

self-concept thau.61% (pre-)and 70% (poit Of-the'stUdenti6pulation from

grades 4,to 12. Each grade, ècept for the fifth grade, was above average

(50th percentile) in self-concept.

Analysis of individual scores indicate that 18 students gained an average
2

of 19.7 in percentile rankings while 10 students lost an average of 18.2

percentiles. Two students showed no changes. The average gain is unreliable

since a fewyupils ui'ade extremely high gains while,others made little gain

(or considerable losses) from their initial percentile scores. The sixth

ers as a group, however, made the significant average gain of 28 with a

-

igh correlation'. Sir:de average overall gain was less than 25%, this measure-014'

,41, tent of objective did.n achieve the criterion. 10 noted in the Piers-Harris

,r-ManuaI, a higher scorelthoUld be expected between pre- and pott-tests. If this

, scale is peed tohevaluate.any progrim, a comparison control group is essential.

7 0
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The Children's Internal-External (I-E) Scale was also administered to the

Title I participants at Kilohana School to measure Objective KS#4. The I-E

Scale is a short paper and pencil test with forms available for use with adults,

high school youngsters, and elementary school youth. This scale meadures what

is called the internal-external (I-E) locus of control. It

dimension rather than two separate categories.

Internal locus of control eimply means that the person

behavior as teing self-determined or "coming from within".

to ihe opposite, i.e., deter4ned by others or "coming from

is a continuous

a

sees his or her

External refers

without". The

distinction is analogous-to the difference between skill and luck or fate.

The purpose of,using the I-E Scale in the school is to investigate its

potential to obtain maximum effectiveness of school programs. In such instances

the names of individual studentaor teachers are necessary. Student and teacher

scores, (3d their various combinations, e.g.4.E-E; I-I, I-E, E-I) may well

relate to grades, attendance, achievement test scores, and tp the type of

programs which work best-with which students (teachers and combinations).

TABLE 18

I-E Scores By Grades: Kilohana School

Grade Average Score

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

3.8
5.3
5.1
2.7

4.2
4.8
2.8
4.1

71

1
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The possible range of scores is from 1 to 10. The higher the score the

more externally orient.p.is the individual. The average scores listed above

show that grades 3 and 6 are relatively more internally oriented and grades 1

and 2 relatively more externally oriented. These scores may be-useful if they

are matched with the I-E scores of teachers and correlated with grades and

attendance.
.

The ult Scale was administered to Olie teachers.at Kilohana Sch6ol.

Lab .

The'prOble range Of scores was from 1 to 29. The teachers' scores were

generally'lOw,to low-aVerage with a score range of 2 to 12. Based on the

I-E cOmbinations; if pupils with iow scores (I) were matched with and taught

by teachers with low scores (I), such pupils N4-6111d probably have macle more

significant improvements in school than those whose scores were not matched.

Finally, ascorrelation study was made from the results of the Piers-Harris

I-E Scale,: and pIAT scores to determine if there were any relationships between

the gains of the students participating in the ESEA Title I project.

.TABLE 19

Correlations: Kilohana School

Gain.on Piers-Harris and Gain on PIAT = .06
Gain on Piers-Harris'and Gain on I-E =(.06) minus
Gain on PIAT and Gain on I-E = .25

Conclusion:There was no reliable relationship among the gains on the Piers-Harris,

PIAT, and re-test results of the I-E Scale.

The reading profect at Kilohana Elementary School helped its Title I pupils

to achieve more than the 'typical pupil, and thereby helped to dlose their gap

in academic ability': Some questions must be'raised regarding the apparent

duplication of effort by the reading teacher and counselor. Amalgamation of

both components into,one unit may effect even greater achievements for the

edu%ationally deprived pupils of E st Molokai.
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KULA SCHOOL - Reading Resource Roam Project

-

The Kula School's ESEA Title I reading project involved thirty pupils

from kindergarten through grade six. With two, three, or four pupils from

. each grade level, approximately five children would meet together each clasi

period. Gains achieved during,the year by these pupils were relatively large

and indicate the relative success of this project. The criterion of achieving

more than .1 per month was met on every subtest, with the'READING gains

(.175 per month) especially high. The increased academic abilities shown by

the high scores on other subteats were largely due to the reading improvement

of these pupils.

The projeces pupils were among the most achieving Title,lchildren in

the DistAct. While their average baseline rate before the project began

was .07 (or just below the District average), sthey weie learning at a rate

more than twice,as fast during the school year.

.-The success of these pupils was also shown by .the fact that 92% of

them achieVedabove their baseline. learning rates, and eightY-three percent

increased their achievement beyond the .1 monthly criterion level. While the

pupils' BEHAVIOR was estimated to have improved only plightly, and their

ATTENDANCE rate (although highest in the Disirict) did not improve, the

\NUMBER OF BOOKS which these pupils read increased during the year. The pupils

each read approximately tWq, and one-half books during the last two months of

the school year than during the first two.

DespiteAhe continuing pioblem of very inadequate facilities - the

teachers' (men) lounge served as the reading resource room - the Kula School's

reading program was effective, very beneficial to the pupils, and of significant

value to the childrens' future academic success. This school will not be

eligible for ESEA Title I programs during the 1974-1975 academic year due to



the economic status of families of the total school population.

EverV atteMPt should be made to continue some form of specialized reading

services.for the underachieving pupils at Kula.

76
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LANAI HIGH AND.ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - Preschool Project

The project teacher, educational assistant, and nineteen children of the

Lanai preschool project were located in a large and adequate classroom area

at the echool. The pupils engaged in mnsic, physical exercise, academic

tasks, lunch and nap times, and considerable art work,and handicrafts. 'One

section of the room was primarily reserved for academic work, while another

was exclusively for art and enrichment activities. Sufficient equipment and

instructional materials were provided for the pupils, the classroom had an

adequate number bf desks and chairs, and.floor space was effectively utilized.

Attached to most walls and chalk boarde was the artwork which pupils

had completed. Nambers and letters of the alphabet were evident, and each
0*.

2pupil was expected to petfOrm specific acadeMic tasks during the daily routine.

4lb
Most significant aboutthis preschool.project wae the effective control of

the children which was demonstrated by the project teadiler. She expressed

confidence, motivation, and entl.ibsiasm for the project, and this was apparkntly

felt by the'pupils and beaame a part of their daily activities.
V

1

As it is indicated on Table 11, average improvem nt in expressive language

skills was 42.8%, highest among the three preschool p ojects in Maui District.

All (100%) of the pupils showed sign cant gains in the TEL Obres between

pre- and post-testing. The aver e norm score for the project changed signifi-

cantly from 90 to 115. This pr t fully achieved Objective PS #2.

The nineteen pupils of this L nai preschool project achieved an average

of seventy-two percent increase on their performance of all twelve criteria of

the Preschool Checklist for Basic Skills. This was the highest increase, of any

preschool p'roject in the District. While the post-test

achievement was consistent among all item criteria, the greater gains were made

in naming and identifying the letters of the alphabet. Such large gains in
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this area were not typical of.othei Maui preschools but they do reflect the

classroom environment, academic emphasis, and the enthusiasm of the prOjept

teacher.

The Lanai preschool project was successful, it significantly benefitted the

preschool children involved, and its effect will hopefully be of lasting value

to these pupils as they enter the early elementary grades. 4

4
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PAIA SCHOOL 7 Reading Resource Room Project

The Paia School reading project has exhibited tteady growth and improvement

over the past few years. Conveniently located and adequately furnished with

equipment and materials, the reading program's Improvement can probably be

,attibuted to.the stable asiignment of the same teacher over the period since

ESEA Title I progiams were implemented at the school.

The gains achieved by the.children in this project were generally above

the .1 average monthly gain criterion level, with their achievement in READING

especiallY high. 4The unusually' great gain in READING'COMPREHENSION (.19 per

month) indicates the direct influence which this Title I project had upon

these children's reading achieveMent. ,The gain obtained on other subtesta may

have been largely due to the pupils' reading improvement.

These children, from the first through fourth grades, achieved an average

gaiz1 the PIAT test which was greater than the .1 per month criterion.

All subtests (except MATHEMATICS) were alsO aboye-this level of achievement. '

Their baseline rate, however, was .1 before the prograM began. Due to this

relatively high baseline achievement virtually little increase could be expected

in the pupils' functioning ability. The typical pupil in this project was

achieving approkimatelras much &ming the reading intervention as he had done

prior to entering the.project. However, 66% of the pupils succeeded in

surpassing their baseline rates while 59% of the pupils achieved above the .1
a

monthly gain.

The pupils' BEHAVIOR, however, was estimated at having improved considerably -

at a rate well ahove any. other project. Yet, while the project teacher judged

their behaviores naving improved, ihe pupils' rate of ATTENDANCE decreased by

almost twenty percent. Data regarding the NUMBER OF BOOKS which thepupils,

read was not submitted.

8 1
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While the Paia readingAmpsource room was successful in improving thew-
pupils' reading performance,-their overall gain and average score did not

..

abilitlevel which existed llefore the program began. The averaging

,

.of tany score& and subtest gains was ymusually detrimental to accurate asse,-

ment of this project's spe4fic effectiveness.- As a reading projecb, however,
I .

the gains- attained in READING RECOGNITION and RHADING COMPREHENSION were high,

# .
ga,

and the program was very beneficial to the children's long term success in le

school. Increased follow-through activities-with the children in their reellar

0
claesrooms may help to improve overall, performautes of those-Title I students

z
P.4

82
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PUMENE-SCHOOL - Preschoal Project

;Twenty ahildtren were involved inthe Puunene4TreOehOlpr Thia
6

r

Title I program was o rganized and managed by..thepraject:teacher, and supported ta

by one educational assistant. The pUOils worked on academic tasks,' engaged in

ot

physicar exercise-and art and enrichment activities, andwere provided with
., .

. ;,,,
,

luAch and rest periods. Sufficient instructionarequipment and materials were
.,.

4,'-': !

. ,

provfded, and adequate Suppliesaf art'and haridicraft-Materials were also

_.41

available in A classroamfacility which was mo*than,ade

e,

One hundred percent of the preschool pupilaat-Puune improved

their TEL scores during the year. This achievement-surpassie objective

criterion (PS#2) and as'indicated an Table-11,:stbeee "chiidren's exprestifVe"-

language skills limproved by 4 average of 26.i8%.,e 'Iheir norm score averages

moyed from'92 6 105, a change of 13 i,oinis 4Ic1 wa very favorable.

The twenty pup Is of ttlPn nene Ote*haol prpject Incrbwied their
- P

.r ,

achievement on the Preschool Chec ist for Aiti4p.S14/113 by 20%.,
This was

x

,

considerablY the selower.than ./eft
.

-three Percent average for the District.
-

. .

The objective that 4dirothese children .1:4111:.Va.onqhe Checklist was not met.
,, ,--,:,, . _

,
0:..,.,. :..,,

*..

Only 83% of these preschooreib-made samet0O1,raVeMOnt on this test.

While trost-,tesr,resulta of the Puunenepteschool project Were lower than
_ ,

the-other twapreschools"(51% vs.,84%) the pre-test scores were considerably

higher (31%-vs. 15%). The resultant differences between the pre-test scores

and'thase fiom-the post-test were therefore relatively small.
-,

, \.
.

While the project teacher of the Puunene preachool exhibi d'conaiderable
.

dedication and Concern for the-personal welfare and education ,f these children,
.

the general commj4ty environment and the apparent lack of adequate support

.

.from the parents May have inhibited the achievement of these pupils toward

greater.successes. The preschoor'project was newer-the-less beneficial to the

8 3
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participating pupils. Because the school:does not qualify (economic critern)
.

.

.
..

.

44..
'!--

for ESEA Title 1 program uring 1974-1975, thelliteschl. program will be

terminated at Puunene.- Faced with apparent severe cultural and social

deprivations these children will require some form oftontinued assistance and

preparation prior to their enrollment in regular school classroom. Community

action through able leadership and guidance may help restore that which the

ESEA program can no longer continue.

elY

.91

84
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WAIHEZ_SCHOOL - Reading ReedUr:ceJIMOle:Project
A Ar

- Located in more adeq

OrojeCt was adequately

....instruction mateUals.
4

:ably structured the classrOom for self-direction and effective motivational

manageMeni through sysematic positive reinforcement techniques. Thirtk pupils

Were sermiced'throughou,k the year and they represented the entire school -

grades one thrOugh eight - except kilildergarten. The gains throughout the

year .by the pupils were not as high as anticipated.and this may have been

(at least in part) a result-of the many different grade'levels serve. With

4

approximately four pupils from eight different grade levels, accurate.diagnosis

72

'llit his year, theWaihee School reading
*5

and equipped wit4 a good supply of reading

iject teacher, in her third year in the position,

and prescription of materials to each child was difficult for the one teacher

to effectively accomplish.

The pupils did, however, attain a .11 gain per-month in READING, yet a .09

monthlY achievement rate in the other'three subtélits of the PIAT. That the

gain was greatest in READOG,tefleCts the real success of this project, since-
.: o'

the emphasis of the project was directed to reading improvement. The higher
q,

gains:in reading are pxpobably not due to chande, but to the effect of the

Orctrip upon:these.children's ability.
"

thev-project helped these children to increadia.their baseline learning.,rate
,40

by t4ree-tenths of. a 'year. While learning at a .07 average monthlyrate before,,,,
.

,

'entering this readi* program, the Olildtellocreached the .1 gainyeimpinth,.
?7-7'

during ihe school year. Although the,vins Wtire not equal .R agOistrict
4

average, they ntvertheless Pepresent an lnitia] beginning.from Which the
0

pupils may continue to.develop and increase their succesaful.educational
d

accomplishments.
Amp:

The levelof success attained by these thirty pupils was also shown by
t ,

87 '1



the fact that° 77% of-thege :earning rates above their baseline rates.
74'

10

Such academic improvement was:probably rewarding for them, and with continued

(edial 4.4 they may be' able to,successfull.y m'atch the accomplishments

of other, even higher achieving, non=Title I pup

The thildren's BEHAVIOR was estimated.to have improved at a rate equal

to that of all other Title I pupils in the District. .Aithough their ATTENDANCE

,A4r

rate decreased slightly during the school year, it was still well above'the

'District average during the fonr months'that the assessment was-made. ,An.
1. V .

increase in LEISURE READIid also occUrred within this project, as. measured

by the number of books read during the first and Mist two.months of the scheol

year. (The actual number of books read by the.pupils, howeVer, wap consider-

ably fewer than thojee read by the pupils of-any other reading resArce rood')

The Waihee Titke, I remedial reading project was successful ljtbat it
A..

improved the average readi4tability of its Airty pupils.
A

subtests were not as great, 'but: ther4 do not reflect the more dtiect emphasis
*

Gains on Other

.A
4' With"pupils from fewer grade

. .

which this project had upon
. -. ,

i.e., with a more_homogeneortr . ,,,,. ivillized instruction could
,

*a
been more cnurate and..the

-'1)*

oy6.effective.

V

, 88
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WAILUKU ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - Reading Resource Room Project
mr-r

The ESEA Tiile I reading resource room at Wailuku Elementary School

,

involved 53 pupils, the,Tilleect teacher, and one educational assistant. The

classroom desks and tables weie conveniently arranged and the instructional

materials were centrally located. Teacher-made materials and commercially

prepared reading materials allowed for individual diagnosis and prescription

of specific instryftion for each pupil. Reading enrichment games are also

available for upe by the pupils. A tape recorder with listening posts,

Language Master, and phonograph were a fundamentalaspect of daily classroom

activity. Instructiohal strategies included one-to-one, small group and
-

independent learning activities.

A large wall chart whidh graphically indicaied individual 1 progress

was utilized throughout much of the Othool year. While the purpose of the

chart vas to show individ4al.achievement and encourage the puPils to earn

better grades, it. also recordedithe points earned: These'points could

be spent on games and free "tilMe activity. Certificates were awarded few

Skceptional.work and primary rewards wete used toincrease pupil =Ovation

for lesser.tasks. Simple reinforcing eVent menus 'showing the work required

0for completion of group contracts, were also posted appropriately on the
.

r

walls, as were objectives fordesired classrooM behaviors.

Seven.pupilis Iho began with the program in September either left the

project or were absent duriliik:the post-testing period during the second week

in May. The achievement and academic gains atta * by the 46 pre.- and post-

tested pupils of this project.were 'pry high.

With accurate diagnoSis of pupil needs,,sufficient.fiaterials, in

ized instruc,tion,-and the help of an assistant, these gains wee not unreason-

ahly greator out of propoitidft to the eJveness of the proj

- 91_

Of
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significant benefit to the program, and to pupil achievement, was the fact

that,the systematii classroam management system was established to enable

these pupils to be self-directed. Upon entering the classroom they knew

exactly where to go and what to do for the day. ,

The READING RECOGNITION and READING CO4REHENSION gains were considerably

above those of the other subtests, and averaged .28 - or almost triple'the

.1 monthly criterion level. These_children also made significant gains on

the other three subteSts, reflecting.thelammediate beriefit from an improved

reading abiliiY. All gains achieved on the PIAT test, meanwhile, were

realtively similar, with only .04 average Monthly difference between subteata.

Averaging .1 monthly baseline before the project began, these pupils achieved
P

-a learning rate,considerably abpve that during intervention. Two And three-

tenths years were gained by the pupils of this project. and over half of

lihavvas entirely reMedial. By the end of.the year the children were one and
FiA4

three-tenths of a year closer to the ability level ofipeir non-Title I

counterparts..
p,1 c,

No less than 98% of these pupils achieved learning rates above their

baseline rates, as well as abave .1 monthly gain. Only one chil,d did not

-academically benefit from this'prvject with equal success. The pupils'

VEHAVIOR impr ed (as estimated by the project teacler) at a rate somewhat

faa'tei_thaniireDistrict average, yet .the ATTENDANCE rate fell by seven percent.

Although the NUMBER OF BOOKS which 'the pupils read indreased very Slightly,

_

the digficulty'and length of these books also appearillto inctgaNe:d4Plig the

school year.
-

The readiiig reepurce room ail4ailuku Elementary School vas a.very successr

. ,

ful and-effective Title I Troject. Academic achievement by the pupils was

igh ancrtheci:, a was both reliable and consistent. It Was tWionly project
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in Maui District that attempted and succeeded in following nearly all

reccOmendations from the 1972-1973 Evaluation of Project Components. The
-

.classroom was well organized, the pupils self-directed, and the project's

success was commendable.

fe" 41,

4*
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'CONCLUSIONS RECOMNENDATICNS

Note': 'The many notable accomplishments and achievements of the Maui District
r,

ESEA, Title Is prOjects are summarized here. Many areas in need of
improvement.were identified and have been previously discuased with

,the.personnel of the Maui District office. A nUmber of recommendatiOns
. .

.have already been imPlemented - at this writing - and the situations
'-remedied or improVed.

. . The'1973-1974 Maui District ESErlitle I program involved the following'
general statistids:

.

ESEA Title I Schools 11.

Number of component projects . . 11

Relding Resource Rooms
Pleschools - . .,. ,

+9

Number kof, Personnel . . OOOOO 15

Full-time teacher
Full-time Counsel()
Part-time EAs

-
NUmber of target pupils

Reading Resource Rooms 256

Treschoola 59

The-nature and content Of these component prejeCrs Yaried eccording to

4
'their 'purpose, overall design, and specific'objectives. Thmtreading 'projects

attempted to provide individualized instruction; the preschools supplied their

children with the necessary educatiolklAundations required for future

academic success; and:the KilOhana projec't promoted 'among its.pupils self-
4

confidence and scholastic achievement: Although different and.varied, the

315

goal of all projects,was to provide educationally deprived children with the

essential instruction-for their future success in school.

The reading projects' use of various instructional materials, teaching

. :1,.H: :

devices, and ketpliniques of classroom management Were generally adequate. The,
_

4

arrangement of meter als, classroom furniture, and the utilization of

a9.10b*,74loor spac , was mosilfreqUently efficient, In most reading projects1
1

iiidlY&ieial instruction was the focus and the classroom environment
''..

.

aU
5,!6rALLkelilr.f4f.

uctive. Approximately 82% of Maui District's Title I pupils

9 4
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were learning More, and leerning at a faster rate, than they had behre the

1973.-1974 school year. Tht.knowledge gap betWeen Title I and non-Title I

pupits'4Wdeereasing as these projects' remedial serviees helped the

pupils to overcome their frustrationS

The reading teachers' paste

and utilize innovative teaching apptoiEhes, and their desire to share ideas

and learn from one another all contributed-to the success of Maui District's

Title I effort. Projects during the past academic year were mote organized,

ankacademic limitations.

enCes, their willingness tO ask questions

-A

_
more effective, and of more help to the pupils than they were during:the

1972-1973 academic year.

PUPIL ELIGIBILITY , SELECTION & IDENTITY

'11/4

10.0

Of the 256 Title I pupils participating iniefferf4d- ng resource rooms,

72% of them,were hoys and 287 ,were girle. The ievement attained by both

groups was .16 grade level per. monfh.for male. H,...12 for the females.

Although the boys achieved four-tenths of a year Siore than the girls, the

difference was insufficient to establish specific conclusions'regarding

either the instruction or emphasis given to them.

More significant than the gains achieved by the two sexes was the fact,

that the vojects bad selected considerably more boys than girls. One

hundred more boys were participating.in the Title I prolects than*ere,girls.
LJ

Their baseline learning rates, however, were identical, with' .97. average

manthly_gain for the females and the males. The most probable explanation

f6r the greater number of.boys haVitit been selected- as Title I participants

AP .

was that they may have been more frequently "refer-tee to the.project

, ,

teacher as "special cases" which needed "extra -help" from additiinal SCVOol

personnel. Extreme caution should be exercised into accepting pupils. foro,

'Tide I.programs on eke basis of such subjective referral.

9 5
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The primary reasonthat more than girl's were selected may have been that

they were referred more often by the classroom teachers, and largely because of

the pupils' misbehavior in class. .PuOils with behavioral problems.generally tend

to be males, while girls'whozre equally underachieving do not aS frequently

exhibit ineppropriate behaviors. Classroom behavior, however, is not a Title I

criterion for seleCtion'into readinglorojects. All pupils should be selected only

,on the basis of quarititative and objective test data;) and not from the teacher's
,

i.(7

subjecti e opinion, such as ."the pupil is'too.active, has 4 short attentpn span,

and I an't work IVith him."

Upon referral, potential pupils, might be pre-tested - with a standard'

. . ,:

instrument such as the PIAT, ranked according to pScentile scores; and selected

-
on the sole'basis of their academic achievement status within the schoql. All

schools are well represented by the excellent speCial education services program

. .

of MAUI. District. Prol;lem oriented youngsters with difficultiesgp addition to;

acailemice-Schievement should logically be referred tothie prograM. This does

.

.not imply.that Unmotivated pupil with behavioral problems...should not be consider-

ed by,the Title.I program.. e appropriate learning and structured:instructiOn

are eseettial, particularly in- reading.skille, refeakKl_ to the Title I project

, 0 0

marbe the best option evatlable for the youngsters.

t .
Since referral to SnSaut-of-the ordinary instructional:program can imply

-

a negative stigma upon the pupils' self-image, caution aouldalso be exercieed
4"

in identifying thej:reading resource roam as the "remedial readine'class. This

negative stigma and labeling can further be reduced if.the project teacher can-
e'

devote increasing amounts of time, when:and whereapOropriate,: providibg follow-

through instruction witl- terget'puPile, in.the resplar classrobm placement.

13'1

, in addition to h t. the target pupas maintaining 'their identities in the

classroom mainstream,'will enable other nonr-Title.A. plapils to-perceive the readint
*

teacher-as-a "special helper" to their regular teacher.

\
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RECOMMENDATION #1: -Screenirig and selection Of the ESEA Title I .

'Imojects)should beybased priMari on adademic,deficiericy

,
and,notsolely on/behavioral deyiency.

RECOMMENDATION #2: Care should be eicercised'in eatablishing negative '
. . .

labels or st1gra.4",fPr pupils who are referred to the

reading.reddiirCe rooms.

I(
,/._

.

1

.

kECOMMENDATION #3: FollOw-through instructional services should.be'carried
z into the.target,pupils' regular classwom placement.

81

TANDARDIZING ACHIEVEMEN30,1E4,7ING INSTRUMENTS

8Q
The uniform adoption p,.:the HAT tesi instrument throughout Maui

.

District during the 19734974 academic.year is commendable. Tye objective

.

.

and consistent me'adurement of pupil achievementwhich this test. provided

should be centinu
I

throughout the coming years. Use of an objective And

individually administered tesp among all projects, hawever, does not
t

guarantee accurate'test admin s ration or equally reliable scores from all

. /

iirojects. No tept is valid up es:49r is used-properly, and no scores are

renal:4e unless they are objectively and'impartially recorded. Fur her

ottention and emphasisought to be gimito the accuracy of test adn%tration,

and to therecordivg and'reporting of the data that arises from it.' Test

ts.

results must be an unbiased measure,of each pupil's achievement.

To enable the establishment of a more refined and responsive

individualized instructional program, the ut4of more consistent and reliable
. .

<1

diagnostic and placement instruments., be considered. No project was

observed usi4 such systematic procedures. Many fine camMercially prepared
ez.

diagnostic and"placement-materials are available on the cuvrent market.' The

use of validated diagnostic and placement instruments can verify the .

reliability of achievement test results which are questionabiFurther,

although diagnostic andllscement test redults do not h

97

be considered .
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for program evaluation purpoies, it's availability and use Iwill enhance

proper instructiona l. preacriptions and placement).

.Remedial instfuction, by its,very nature of the var ng degrees,of

SChievement among the pupila being taught, requires lndi idualized instrUction. .

In order thaf precise individualization of instruction c n.be maintained,,

there Must be constant - daily and/or weekly - assessme ta of each pupils'

prdgress to the prescribed instructional,prograM. NT() c nsistent and

. 2
standarded progkess checking system was'noted among a y'of the Mani.

nAstrlict ESEA Tit4-le.I projects. Serious considTration should be directed

tdwards the development.and adorion of a uniform' heirarchy of instructional_

objectives for reading skills (or other appropriate academic s ills) and

tapPropriate classroom behavioral skills.

Critetion referenced tests accompanying such objectiVes have the
:

advantage of 1) permitting direct interpretation of progress in terms of

spedified behavioral objectives; 2) facilitate.individualized ifidtructiod on

a conslgteQk and sysynatic basis; 3) eliminate a6situation w re half or more

of,Maui's achoW. children must always be bela4.the median; 4) %likable teachers

to check on student progress at regular intervals; 5) elimisate pressures

Ini,teathers to "teach to the test" in order to have the puoil's make a good
s.

'showing; 6) friable teachers,to compile a comprehensive record of the pupillP.

. development and clearly identify additional.instruction requir(d.

,e

!',kinde non-academic.classroom behaviorarobjectives a unique.to each
el

,

locale, scpool and classroom, a hierarchy .of such objectives should be

develop 'e.e individually bY each pioject in concert with the general classrooms

expectationslf teachers-(ihe various schbOls. The availability of a
-

eirarch4f non-academic Class oom brhaviOral objectives will enable
.

consistency amo g teachers to.help children, learn behaVaiskills'

:consistent* anc systematically.
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,RECOMMENDATION #4: Refine,testing procedures for academic achievement test,
i.e., PIAT,,to'improve the reliability of 'such results.

RECOMMENDATI9N-45: Identify and utilize valid diagnostic and,placement
tests to improve individualizatioh of instruction and
help validate achievement test results.

RECOMMENDATION #6: Seriously consider4evelopment and/or adoption of a
hieratchy.of reading'skills objectives with accompanying.
criterion referenced tests (CRT) as an alternative
achievement, diagnostic.and placement test instrument.

.LEISURE'& ENRICHMENT READINGS

Commensurate with the development-of reading skills and the application

.and practice of the skills is relevant recreational and/or interest reading.

The various reading projects attempted to measure changes in non-AmstructiOnal

.,,

reading y recording the number of books reaShy eaCh pupil 7.such counts,
,

being taken during the.fall and again.inthe spring and the result's compared.
P

As the.results indicatedv eJaCk of clarity in the monitoring procedures

resulted in unreliable scores.

in order thaCa more effici nt monitoring system can be implementek
-

for leisure and enrichment reading acco6plishments by.the. Title I ipils,1t
4

0 -

is suggested that the reading teachers, in concert,with their respective'

school librarians, develop graded lists of book titles. The list can

include boois which are or are not current ailable at the school. Among
a,-

t*.rarious criteria to ,be established-for the preparat.ion of-such lists

.

-, shouad-be 1) the interest group .Lgeted; 2) level of difficulty - decoding
, A

4. ,..-
,

'and/or comprehension; and 3) whether or not the book is accompanied by '

0 . . .

supplementary-media presentations.(filmstrips$ tapes, recoras, etc.).

task"can.be more conveniently performed and less duplicated if the

varidus participants will/divide the types/levels of books by publishers,

9 '9



---.41:41 and a list exchange system be instituted and shared

participants of the effort.

tf

RECOMMENDATION #7:

§4

with all

Establish a graded-list of book titles for implementation
of a systematic leisure-enrichment reading program.

TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS: EXPERIENCE & TRAINING

Three years ago, one of the piincipal concerns of the Maui

ESEATitle I Program was the relatively high turn-over in staff

teachers) from year to year. The lack of any stabilized pattern in teacher

'assignients (except for two or three projects)'resulted.in generally poor

ouecomes of academic actlievement scores among the target pupils. Since the

1971-1971 school yegi4ethe District's Title I staff assignments-ave remained

ratable wite\the exception of two or three projects.- 'In essence, the pattern

District

(project-

was reverded end staff attrition waeno longer a problem. In-service

training epportunities were offered and the general skills_and experiences

of thepersonnel were upgraded. The projects began to show-gradual

improvement and the achievement scores, on a .district-4ide basis, began

to improve.

Staff tupl;overs at the Various schczols are expected-to continue,

particularly in light of the current situation where decreasing enrolMents.
,

or population shifts reilire adjustments to the school staffing petterns.

The mere fact that a new teacher is assigned to teach'reading in a,

Title I project.does not imply that the project t1ll be less successful.

Neither does this mean that the assig ent of dn experienced and weI17ttained

teachlk wiill guarantee acadeiic successes. All maw Title I reading

teachers Can be inSpired and motivated towards greater experiences with'

10 0
(
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concomitant-training that will aure them,of greater successes and results

of their efforts. Continued stability of teaching assignments Will enable

this to though some changes are anticipated for the 1974-1975

academic year.

RECOMMENDATION #8: Teacher assignments tkESEA Title I projects should be
carefully screened and stabilized as much as possible.
Experienced or inexperienced teachers ahould be afforded
security in eir assignments tO enable them Lo make
long-range p'thlans regarding self-improvements as well

,as.improvements to their projects.

,RECOMMEND I0N'#9: Formal and informal training opportunities (including
classroom visitations) should be continued and offered
to all experienced and new teachers involved-in the
ESEA Title I programs. Trainilgelans should also
include inputs from the -teachers.

MOTIVATION & LEARNING THEORY."

It was noted that most of the reading resource room projects in the

Maui District featured - to varying_degrees - aome aspect of positive

reinforcement for desirable classroom behaviors and/or academic achievement.

This eff t is praiseworthy and indicates the project teachers' genfral

understandrig and acceptance of the significance of positiV consequences

to'learning objectives - academic or ,non-academic.

Careful observation among the various prdjects indicates, however, an

undue amount of emphasis on tangible:or object reinforcers such as'edible

treats,-trinketa or toys and tokens/points continued throughout the

t

entire year.''Aihile it is often very necessary to begin dispersing tangible

retçards, to make positive reinforcers meaningful, it is medal to the

a ral development and soclal-growth of eaCh learner that equal emphasis

'be placed on soCial reinfo cers, such as teacher praise and.$eer recognition.

r



This can be done by pairing social reinforcement with the dispensing of

86

tangible rewards - gradually diministing.the frequenck of tangible rewards.

The immediate dispensing of positive consequences is often as equally\>'''.

Trucial as the appropriateness of the rewards. Underachieving children
0

exhibit lack of motivation merely because they are -.at a given point

in,time - unable to forsee the gratification which cames from suCce

acComplishment.

Anofher AA of conCern
/

to be considered ia\Che proper desigpation of
,

behavioral objectives. Care should be exercised to recognize learning

accomplishments ather than mere compliance or conformity to teacher

_f . .

expectations. ehaviors whiCh are to be modeled or shaped,and positively

reinforced should be for the "gooe-aLlie learner ratherthan fpr the.
%

benefit or convenience of the teacher... .

,

Finally, more systematic effOrt should be.directed towards "catching

the child being iood".rather than "catching him being bad". Bath

teachers and EAs should constantly recOgnize and àae Children wfio

are on-task rather than .ignore such desirable traits and attend to their

misbehaviors.

-

RECOMMENDATION.#10: Provide immediate and Meaningful positive reinfordements
for.desirabie task. accomplishments. "Catch the child

'being good." ,

RECOMMENDATION #11:

RECOMMENDATION #12:

V

Pair tangible rewards wiih social reinforcements and
diminish its frequency. Use "natural" consequences
increasingly and to greater advantag.

Reinforcebeh
rather than c

iors that are beneficial to the learner
enience t4.the teacher.

z

e.



PEER TUTORING: A TEACHING STRATEGY

. 87

*
An analysis Among the resuls aof various successful and leaser succeasfOi

tutoring projects elsewhere reveal that the more effettive and productiVe

tutorial projects had four common characteristics. These were a) simplicity

in organization: tutoring in one subject area, in one place, and during a

specific and consistent time of the day.was more effective; b) appropriate

//-
ability levels of tutor and tutee:" the tuto4s',ability was n t significantolojv

more.(or less) than.three grade level's above the tutees' for utual learning. .

to occur; c). positive reinforcement for ,achievetent: as tutoring was

entirely voluntary by ihe pupil, the accomplishments'flourished when social

'praise teacher recognition,-or certifites of achievement was given; and .

d). relatively close supervision by a teacher: the pupils' meeting, sitting,

awl' talking together did not automatically.imply that a tutorial and mutually

helpful relationship had been e'stablished.

Through implementation ofe.tutorial component un er the' direction of
-

' 4
reading resource personnel, the pupils will learp mere academically, increase

. ?"--, 1-
\

their self-/confidence, and allow extra time for the .project teacher to
.

.

further diagnose, prescribe, and individualize pupil instruction. When other
\..,, .

.

non-Title I pupils are included as tutors or tutees, the negatiVe stigma

' Usually apsociated with spedial classrooms will,diminish.

:::RECOMMENDAT #13: Consider incorporation of peer-tutor aCtivities as an
integral function of the -keying retwOrce ibem.-

103
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PRESCHOO FOCHS

The Maui District ESEAcTitle PTreschool projects have-been indeed .

,)
',Corti:mate to be staffed by cdmpetent and conc rned pofessional teachers. The

88

measured results of all tOred projects have Aiken aignificantly high.

There appears to'be, however, some lack of clarity of the focus and

direction of. preschool curricula. The stated and implied emphasitt seem

.

to indicate that while some are more inclined to be concerned with the affective

domain, the others have been concentrating on cognitive skillao

Since the-children ultimatel'y enter the same educational system, it is
A

e .
0

in oider that some clarifications in goals an4 objectives.be agreed upon:

Parents should be ctively involved in such diecussions and the CurriculumiCLI
. --.

Guide For Early hood Education: Ages 3-8 with Emphasis on.Ages 1-5,
, i

prepar7I by the DOE, should be presented as a basis by which the standards are

established.

The subSequent deVelumenf of specigie'goals and objectives which are

observable and measurable Will enhance thg development of better'sequence and

content of instruction. It is then that adequate preschool preparation can'

trully begin.to reduce the gap between educationall a v ntaged and disadvan-

taged pupils:of the schools. Consideration might also b given to tht4..

incorpqration of t e Preschoql Basic Skills Ch,&Uist into a continUa of+,

affactive and\cognitive learning objectiveE!.

RECOMMENDATION #14: 'Clarify-Tocus and-directions of preschool instructiqn.
rEgtablish.goals and objectives which are observable and

measurable.

RECOMMENDTION #15: I.dentify and prepare a
. .

objectives.
'"4

ntinua of preachool learning

.t



PARENT INVOLVEMENT

89

Parental involvement within,the Tit],e I projects (excePt the Hana Preschool

P*oject) waS generally not significantly sufficient LI' affect the program.
*

' outcome or increasedpupil achievement. While the schools' principals project
. .

4 teachers, and educational assistants were aware of the need and ultimate'value

of parental invOrAgment, and strived to interest .om in the programs, itany

expressed-frustrations in their attempts to elicit the hroader participation

of the parents.

SeVeral parent involVement meetings wereconducted during t11ehear by the

Maui DistricpOffice. While these meetings were attended by concerned

-parents, algT did not - and could not - represent the nearly-300 parents of

Title I children in the-district. Yet the effort by the District Office,

principals, project teach rs, and sole concerned iarents to help more parents.

\

hecome concerned and bepositive influence in their children's'educational

Even with such a tremendous task, the District'sendeavor was commendab

r

pareptal meetings; planning, organization', and communication with parents was

somewhat succe sful. .
With the apecial help of project teachers during the

coming sihool ypar the involvemeneof parents wiA,hin each project'should

continue to increase.

All parentErwapt tO see their children succeed in learningr. Since so

. many of the Title I puiSils in Maui district achieved academic,sUC-csAiiii.

information, if conveyed to them in a persora1. and positive' manner,

eventually and naturalll:Waft in sitive responses h'y them. . Pos tive

feddback,to parents must be frequent (weekly),, immediate, in small dosages,

.and consisteat. The

cOntacted bythe Title 1- Personpel. This is a-small investme t of time when

,it is compared to the high.div dends it will pay. to the.comm y, the school,
o

s orapOrOximately 300 pupils can re larly be

the family,.and mist importa of all,-the individual pupil.
N\.

105,
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RECOMMENDATION #16: Continue to exert all'efforts to elicit parental
involvement in their children's school affairs.and
particularly the ESEA Title I'programs offered.

OUTCOMES OF PREVIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS

. ,
Recommendations and suggestiOns made fo the Maui District41ffice -

Compensatory EduCation Section, during prevfous evaluafion-efforts have been

well received and acted upon. A number of recoMmendations presented in the

1972-1973 Evaluation of Project Components Old the 1973-1974 Mid-Year Progress
1

Report, in particular, have been incorporated by the schools and/Or the DiStrict
N

Office. 0

1. A systematIOLpproach to reading ibStrUction.be Instituted among
*

reading'projeCts: AlthOugh this was a broad and general recommendation,

the.project teacherslhaVe shown evidences that their reading
sk.

instruction programs ereiloving towerds.this goal.: A more noticeahle
,

trend-ishould begin to_emergeduring the 1974-1975'schopl year ai all,

reading projects begin refining their instructional systems.'

000

2. Induce greater parent involvement:, Initial:steps in eliciting ,.'

parengel reponses have been taken by a number of.reading and preschool.
.

teachers. .This involves the,positiVe reinforcement prinaple of-
,

"immediate feedback". Teace.s have begun to,send hclile positive

notts to parents of children

classroom: A systematiC.atd consistent application,of this simple

technique should,.in ensuing years, become s_routifie function.

who make small achievements in the

..;

3. Establis priority for remedial peograms: 4s demonstrated by the

relocat tmore adequate facilities, of a number of reading and
q,

106
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preschOol projects, it appears that "compensatory education" is truly

recognized as an integral part of the,school program in Maui District.

4. Secure help t nso4ate the preparation of annual project proposals:

The 1974-1975 ESEA Title I project proOosala were.consolidated into

two specific documents - one for the preschool projects and the other

_for readingtprojects. ,Sufficirt organizational and programmatic

designa were incorporated to assure appropriate "fit" to the Particu
,

needs of the participatingschools.

4

5. Standardization of test instruments and data'collection system:

cooperation wIth the program evaluators, a spandardized testing and,

data callection system was implemented. All projects - reading. as

well aS preschool - administered the recommended achievement testa

to measure appropriate academic skills.- Standardized reporting fofFs
-

were utilized for reporting supplementary'data.regarding the'Title I

projects.

6., Staff training opportunities:' 'Despite.the severe handicaps,of:limited

funds, it.is,indicated that every bffort is being devoted toward

.providing in-service and out-service training oppontnnities for the

Title I personnel of Maui District, This-is highly commendable.-

o
Testing accuracy and reporting of data: Withrthe stande dization and

I - ,

improvements'in testing and-Aata- reporting procedures ( ee,item #5,

-above) test results have bedome more acturate, reliable and prompt. .

Continued efforts at improvement 1.;111 lead to greater. acci-iracy and

reliability of the reported data whiflb in turn, enhanbes precise
-

analysis and evaluation.

. 107-
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APPENDIX,

.
," ,

.. Maui Dit3i'tig -Tide I Personnel t

.
. 'N--..-.,1 ,

..*.

.. 4,
, 4i'!-

.-.

.1,

,Haika SchOol : : , ----1/ .',,,...

Princlpal - Tetsun Kanemitsiv. ,

Reading Teacher t4... PairiCia Maielua
4

,

Handiqe Elea, SfhoOl
PiThei41 - Wallace FUji.

*PreadlloallTedcher Gwen Adams
EA4VOian.tamai- P

KannakakafElem. School
Print4a1"- Edward Kashiwamure
Reading$Teachar Tarumoto

Kihei School k
Principal - Tony Arakaki
Reading TeacAr - Merle Sado

Kilohana EleM. Schaal
Principal - RonaleLKula
Reading Teacher 7 Aina Weight

Counselor - Phillip Iha,

Kula School
Principal - Kunio Kobayashi,
.Reading Teacher- Satoe

144i High & Elem. School
Trincipal.- Howard Sikamoto
'Preschool Teacher - Amy Shirama
:EA-- Marion Honda

Paia SChool
Principal - Osamu Kawakami
Reading Teacher -.Sandra Wainui

Puunene School
Principal - Masami Hironaka
Preschool Teacher-'Sharon Nogami
EA - Anna Seki

Walhee
Principal - Donald Shishido
Reading T - Rena Matsunaga

Wailnku Elem."School
Principal - Susumu Matoi.
Reading Teacher - Martha Fukunaga
EA - Lin Chun Wong

,


